October 22, 1999
Mr. Roy Hickok
Manager, Nuclear Training
North Atlantic Energy Service Corporation
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant
Post Office Box 3000
Seabrook, NH 03874
SUBJECT:

OPERATOR LICENSING WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Dear Mr. Hickok:
This letter and enclosures document the joint MANTG/NRC (Middle Atlantic Nuclear Training
Group/Nuclear Regulatory Commission ) Operator Licensing Workshop which was held on
August 17 and 18, 1999 at the Philadelphia Airport Hilton Hotel. The report also reflects
preparatory meetings between myself and MANTG organization during January, May, and
August 1999.
The consensus among the attendees was that, overall, the workshop went very well. The
opportunity to openly exchange ideas, express opinions, and ask questions was very beneficial
and should be conducive to the effective implementation of NUREG-1 021,: final Revision 8. The
enclosures reflect the presentations made in the plenary and breakout sessions, the questions
asked during all sessions, and the feedback provided by the attendees.
Many pros and cons regarding the writing of NRC exams by the industry were expressed, and
many implementation and/or interpretation questions were asked. Two areas appeared to be of
the most concern. The first was the industry cost to write an exam compared to that of the NRC
developing the exam. The second area involved the NRC's comments on post-examination
reports, which have apparently resulted in some unintended actions within licensee
organizations.
The NRC will continue to work with the industry to address these issues. They will be further
discussed during the upcoming meeting with the Nuclear Energy Institute on November 4, 1999.
We appreciate the continued support, and the active participation of all the members of MANTG
during the workshop. We believe we have taken substantial steps to ensure a smooth and
successful implementation of the final Revision 8 to NUREG-1021. I hope to see you at the next
MANTG meeting on November 5, 1999 at the Susquehanna training facility in Berwick, PA. The
focus of our discussion will be to provide updates on these matters and, in particular, on how we
can improve the effectiveness of exam development.

Mr. Roy Hickok
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If you have any questions, comments, or need additional information, please contact myself at
(610) 337-5183, John Caruso at (610) 337-5389, or Steve Dennis at (610) 337-5240.
Sincerely,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:
Richard J. Conte, Chief
Human Performance and
Emergency Preparedness Branch
Division of Reactor Safety
Enclosures:
1. Breakout session summaries
2. MANTG NUREG 1021 workshop slides
3. Breakout session questions
4. Conference critique
5. NRC NUREG 1021 workshop slides
6. Workshop Manual
7. PSE&G Letter of September 27, 1999 on Exam Workshop Feedback (conducted
July 26-30,1999)
cc w/Encls:
A. Fitch, Susquehanna
R. Hess, MANTG Secretary, GPUN
D. Jackson, Salem/Hope Creek Operations Training Manager, PSE&G
F. Maciuska, MANTG Operations Training Subcommittee, RG&E
I. Kingsley, Sonalyst
cc w/Encls: (VIA E-MAIL)
R. Hickok, Seabrook (Internet:hickore@naesco.com)
F. Maciuska, Ginna (Internet:FrankMaciuska@rge.com)
D. Jackson, Hope Creek and Salem (Internet:djackson@pseg.com)
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Re: WORKSHOkP SUMMARY

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

a

Robert Gallo
DCT, Richard Conte
Thu, Oct 21, 1999 11:00 AM
Re: WORKSHOP SUMMARY

I THINK IT IS TOO HEAVY ON "UNINTENDED" RESPONSES BY INDUSTRY. WE SHOULD NOT
MENTION THINGS LIKE PERSONNEL TRANSFERS. THAT IS LICENSEE'S BUSINESS-NOT A
REGULATORY OR SAFETY ISSUE. I RECOMMEND THAT THE PARAGRAPH BE MADE MUCH
MORE GENERAL IN THIS AREA.
ROBERT M. GALLO
>>> Richard Conte 10120 5:15 PM >>>
Please see attached. Not issued yet but I would appreciate Dave and Fred review on cover letter for any
major objections.
If not I can sign tomorrow.

V.-

VV1t

G:\HPEPB\DENNIS\CnfRpRl .wpd
Steph: please put these changes into the orginal document and finalize again.

Mr. Roy Hickok
Manger, Nuclear Training
North Atlantic Energy Service Corporation
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant
Post Office Box 3000
Seabrook, NH 03874
SUBJECT:

OPERATOR LICENSING WORKSHOP SUMMARY
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Dear Mr. Hickok:
This letter and enclosures document the joint MANTG/NRC (Middle Atlantic Nuclear Training
Group/Nuclear Regulatory Commission ) Operator Licensing Workshop which was held on
August 17 and 18, 1999 at the Philadelphia Airport Hilton Hotel. The report also reflects
preparatory meetings between myself and MANTG organization during January, May, and
August, 1999.
The consensus among the attendees was that, overall, the workshop went very well. The
opportunity to openly exchange ideas, express opinions, and ask questions was very beneficial
and should be conducive to the effective implementation of NUREG-1021-1 final Revision 8. The
enclosures reflect the presentations made in the plenary and breakout sessions, the questions
asked during all sessions, and the feedback provided by the attendees.
Many pros and cons regarding the writing of NRC exams by the industry were expressed, and
many implementation and/or interpretation questions were asked. Two areas appeared to be of
the most concern. The first was the apparent excessive industry cost to write an exam
compared to that of the NRC developing the exam. The second was the pr.eived professionl

risk (corpor-ate and personal) in being a part of the examn writing procoss er teamn. NRC's post
exar, report em•mnents area involved the NRC's ' comments on post-examination reports, which

have apparently resulted in some unintended actions within licensee organizations7-Fer
example, these actions involved and
^
ther a.tions whieh were apparently net commonsurat

with the number and nature of the NRC exam comments.
As a result., Region 1initiated consider-able verbal and written correspondence with theOperator
Lieensing .rogramn Branch alleviate these oncerns. it will be a to•p,

in The NRC will continue

to Work with the industry to address these issues. They will be further discussed during the
upcoming meeting with the Nuclear Energy Institute on November 4, 1999. We hope to hav

revised guidanee to examiners addressing this area soon.
We appreciate the continued support, and the active participation of all the members of MANTG
during the workshop. We believe we have taken substantial steps to ensure a smooth and
successful implementation of the final Revision 8 to NUREG-1021. I hope to see you at the next
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MANTG meeting on November 5, 1999 at the Susquehanna training facility in Berwick, PA. The
focus of our discussion will be to provide updates on these matters and, in particular, on
how we
can improve the effectiveness of exam development.
If you have any questions, comments, or need additional information, please contact myself
at
(610) 337-5183, John Caruso at (610) 337-5389, or Steve Dennis at (610) 337-5240.
Sincerely,

Richard J. Conte, Chief
Human Performance and
Emergency Preparedness Branch
Division of Reactor Safety
Enclosures:
1. Breakout session summaries
2. MANTG NUREG 1021 workshop slides
3. Breakout session questions
4. Conference critique
5. NRC NUREG 1021 workshop slides
6. Workshop Manual
7. PSE&G Letter of September 27, 1999 on Exam Workshop Feedback (conducted July
26
30,1999)
cc w/Encls:
A. Fitch, Susquehanna
R. Hess, MANTG Secretary, GPUN
D. Jackson, Salem/Hope Creek Operations Training Manager, PSE&G
F. Maciuska, MANTG Operations Training Subcommittee, RG&E
I. Kingsley, Sonalyst
cc w/Encls: (VIA E-MAIL)
R. Hickok, Seabrook (Internet: hickore@naesco.com)
F. Maciuska, Ginna (Internet:Frank._Maciuska@rge.com)
D. Jackson, Hope Creek and Salem (Internet:djackson@pseg.com)
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ENCLOSURE 1
ES 200 - BREAKOUT SESSION SUMMARY
POSITIVES
Moving due dates for the outline/exam out to 75/45 days
Possible 3 rd GFES exam in calendar year 2000
Easing the restrictions regarding prohibited activities
Most facility reps agreed that the time extension for submittals of the outline
and the exam
materials was a positive.
Facility reps liked the idea of three GFES exams for calendar year 2000
and thereafter.
However, the reps were anxious to know when the Spring 2000 GFES would
be administered: it
made a significant difference to their programs whether the exam would
be in April (if only two
were in the budget) or in March (if the budget allowed for three).
All reps liked the lessening of "prohibited activities" regarding exam security,
especially the
utilities with small training staffs.
CONCERNS
The NRC cannot support developing exams (except on a very limited basis).
So, if a facility
wants or expects to have any consistency regarding when they can schedule
their exams they
should expect to write the exam themselves. Therefore, utility-developed
exams is not really
"optional".
The NRC has not always provided feedback (good or bad) on exam outline
submittals, leading
the facilities to believe that their proposed exam is valid. Consequently,
the training staff forges
ahead with the exam preparations, believing that they are on the right path,
and submits the
completed exam materials. It is at this point they learn, however, that the
exam has deficiencies
AND that the NRC could have detected the deficiencies had they (the NRC)
done an effective
review of the sample plan when the plan was first submitted.
Regarding exam reports, the NRC has a history of pummeling the utilities
regarding exam
quality when the utility's are the authors. However, exam reports are curiously
silent regarding
exam deficiencies when the NRC is the author. Why the double standard?
Facility development of exams is not really "optional". Given that if the licensee
does not write
the exam they may not get the licenses needed when they need them.
NRC exam reports provide critical comments on facility-developed exams
but do not provide
critical comments on NRC-developed exams.

Proposed Solutions
Assuming future exam reports adhere to the new guidance of MC 0610, comments
on exam
deficiencies should essentially disappear.
NRC should provide feedback (within 5 working days ??); facility should contact Chief
Examiner
to solicit feedback if facility has not heard from NRC.

ENCLOSURE I
ES 300 - BREAKOUT SESSION SUMMARY
POSITIVES
Elimination of prescripted JPM follow-up questions.
Any evolution with an operator controlled reactivity manipulation can be counted
as a reactivity
manipulation on the dynamic simulator exam.
Easing the requirements for completing Form 301-6, "Competencies Checklist."
CONCERNS
A.3 Radiation Control Negatives
Material is at G.E.T level and does not discriminate between licensed and nonlicensed
operators.
It is already tested for general site access.
Material has limited, low value K/A topics.
A.4 Emergency Preparedness Negatives
Already tested as part of E-Plan training.
Very limited RO level topics.

Administrative Test Overall
Weighed too heavily compared to the written exam (two questions missed
can result in failure).
Dynamic Simulator Instrument Failures
Standards require instrument failures to produce a failure that results in plant
or system
degradation which needs operator intervention to stop degradation and stabilize
the plant or
system. These failures are difficult to produce because of enhanced plant
instrument and
control system computerized designs.
Instrument failures often require several out-of-service instruments or components
to produce
required operator actions, this results in unrealistic conditions.

Level of Participation of STAs and Surrogates During Dynamic Simulator Exams

Use of STA is very limited during scenario exam, not realistic of STA activities when
on shift in
plant.
Use of surrogates is not standard among chief examiners. Some want the surrogate
to know
the scenario and some do not.
Limited use of STA provides negative training to operator.
.Proposed Solutions
Allow testing on G.E.T. level material.
Eliminate the A.3 section of the Admin test.
Examine at the end of the dynamic simulator scenario (this is already done) with expanded
questioning to include PAR or filling out required paperwork.
Combine with component failure (valve fails to close/open when it should have due
to instr.
failure).
Allow controller failure to count as an instrument failure.
Eliminate requirement that failure requires physical action to prevent plant or system
degradation.
Allow a combination of component and instrument failures to total the 4 failures per
operator or
reduce No. of failures required.
Eliminate instrument failure requirement.
Eliminate the admin portion of the operating test and cover topics in the written exam.
Allow full STA participation, but not as a crutch, similar to requal.
Allow use of SRO upgrade applicant as STA when not being examined in dynamic
simulator
scenario.
Provide more detail in ES concerning use of STA and surrogates.
Chief examiners and Regional Branch Chief establish Regional rules for consistent
use of STA
and surrogates during dynamic scenarios.
Facility and Chief Examiner establish ground rules early in the exam process so personnel
can
train appropriately.

Enclosure I
ES 400 - BREAKOUT SESSION SUMMARY
POSITIVES
50-60% Higher Cognitive (defined target range)
5 Hr. Time Limit
45 Day Submittal
Sampling Process for Questions (30)
Supervisory Review of Unsat. Test Items (Peer Review)
Allowing 1 Implausible Distractor
CONCERNS
Resources/manpower requirements
Subjectivity in several areas including: higher cognitive vs memory level questions;
level of
difficulty (form 401-9); determining discriminatory validity (difficulty of exam
prior to
administration)
Exam Security Issues/Manpower restrictions
Developing/maintaining exam writing expertise
25 question overlap ROISRO
Difficulty in tracking history of questions
Limited time to fix exams
Proposed Solutions - Resources:
Exam development team made up of both NRC & Utility - licensee exam writer
(lent to the NRC)
and NRC work together to develop exam.
Professional Utility Exam Team
Split exam between NRC & utility (already permitted)
NRC Writes Exam
Representatives from the NRC, licensee and a member from a Professional
Utility Exam Team
comprise the exam development team.

Develop National Exam Bank/Utility exam bank
Build/Share Exam Bank Items between utilities
Relax security restrictions for exam writers further
Time study for writing exams
Automate exam bank
Allow more use of test items used during training
Make it optional for the utilities to teach/train SRO level to RO's initially & and
then develop only
one SRO level exam. When the RO was ready to license at the SRO level
he would not have to
repeat the written - could be waived.
Educate Senior utility representatives (NRC sponsored) in the complexity of
exam development
and make them understand that the NRC does expect some comments on
every exam (e.g.,
50 comments on an exam not unusual especially if the comments are mostly
editorial. Up to
20% Unsat/flawed questions not abnormal and should not deem a submittal
poor in quality). It
was suggested that a mini workshop for executives might be worthwhile to
educate them on our
process especially for the written.
Exam writing workshops should be held with regular periodicity - to maintain
skills and to train
new exam developers.
Make process more like requal.
Performance Indicators should be kept.
Proposed Solutions - Subjectivity:
Exam team made up of NRC & Utility** - licensee exam writer (lent to the NRC)
and NRC work
together to develop exam.
Develop National Exam Bank by vendor type**
Early submittal/Early feedback (already allowed)
Representatives from the NRC, licensee and a member from a Professional
Utility Exam Team
NRC Writes Exam
Exam writing workshops should be held with regular periodicity - to maintain
skills and to train
new exam developers.
Provide more examples of questions/answers & lessons learned.

Maintain exam team stability - examiners assigned sites and utilities maintain experienced
staffs.

Proposed Solutions - Question Bank Use:
Pick Tier and Group at Random (K1, A2 ..... ) using method suggested from
Enclosure 1 of
ES-401, then allow final pick (.01, .02 .... ) to be done manually.
Randomly Pick Questions From Existing Exam Bank
Limit Use of Existing Bank to 10% or 50 Questions, whichever is smaller
Proposed Solutions - Maintaining. Expertise:
NRC Sponsored Training/Sonalyst
Dedicated Exam Team
Rotation of New Instructors into Exam Team
Sharing Lessons Learned Amongst Industry
NRC Help Line/Assigned NRC Mentor
Continuing Instructor Training
Line Management Awareness of Exam Process

Enclosure I
ES 6001700 - BREAKOUT SESSION SUMMARY
CONCERNS
Provide some quantitative guidance concerning acceptable test item
reuse. Simply stating that
reuse shall not be so high as to result in questionable discrimination
validity is essentially no
guidance at all.
Clarify expectations concerning a representative sample per 10CFR55.43.
Does this really
mean every operator has to be tested on each item? Does it mean that
every item must be
tested at some point in each annual/biennial exam set, if not for each
operator?
Only one facility actually as a scenario in the critical to 5% range. This
expectation is different
from initial exams. Is this really what was intended? What is the point
of having such a
requirement?
Why would the NRC use statics during an NRC administered requal
if such are not included
in the facility specific requal program? This possibility consumes resources
at some facilities
which maintain and update static exam banks they hope never to have
to use.
Clarify security expectations: To what extent is it acceptable for a manager
to review a bank of
exam material or a sample plan from which he will be examined?
Medicals - why no grace period?
Inspector comments/opinions versus failure to meet program requirements.
JPM format - what is acceptable level of detail for cues, task standards?
Proposed Solutions:
Provide some quantitative guidance for reuse from week to week, day
to day, and from
Non-regulatory required quizzes/ as found exams earlier in the requal
cycle to the
annual/biennial exam.
The regulation (55.43) says "representative sample," not complete coverage
- 80% seems
reasonable.
Relax restriction on low power scenarios or justify it.
NRC administer exam in accordance with facility program(statics).
Provide a grace period for medicals, six months requested.
Inspectors must be aware that all comments have a potential adverse
impact which may be
greater than warranted. Refrain from opinion comments.

Allow use of generic cues, task standards - credit evaluators with some knowledge of
appropriate performance but whatever format was used, it must be
sufficiently detailed for the
NRC examiner to properly evaluate the individual's performance.

Enclosure 2
MANTG REPRESENTATIVES
PRESENTATION
To Write or Not to Write the exam
Benefits:
0

Technical accuracy

0

Familiar wording/style on written

0

Fewer "off the wall" questions

0

Audit/Final overlap control

0

Possible cost advantage

0

Schedule flexibility

0

Better site specific exam

0

More control of the process

0

Increased organization knowledge of exam process

0

Less material sent to NRC

0

Less student stress (perceived)
discussed benefits to requal exam also

Detriments:
0

Personnel (clerical, developer) [shrinking staff]

0

Cost

0

Inconsistent feedback from NRC (rework)

0

More likely to be delayed or even canceled

0

Exam report comments

0

Shifting safety standard

0

Utility exams are more challenging

Enclosure 3
BREAKOUT SESSION QUESTIONS
ES-200
Q.

It was determined that facilities must adhere to the guidelines (shoulds or
recommendation of the standards) and instructions (shalls or requirements of the
standards). There shall be no deviation from requirements of the standards.
Is this a correct interpretation?
Do deviations from the recommendations of the standards need to be approved
specifically by the program office?

A.

Since the eligibility requirements and recommendations of ES 202 reflect RG 1.8
REV 2, does this mean that if a facility volunteers for an exam, they automatically
impose the requirements and recommendations of RG 1.8 REV 2 on themselves
even though their licensing basis points to earlier standards?

Q.

Can a "program" be split as follows:
-

Complete phase 1 which concludes with a GF exam

-

Program is then suspended so that trainees can get 6-month onsite experience.

-

Program then restarts to complete program and get a license.

Q.

Does this count as a reactivity manipulation? Maintaining power constant at 1-2% power
and diluting 1000 pcm due to xenon over a U/Is shift?

Q.

ES-201 D.2.b, Bullet #2 - The ES prohibits someone an exam security from doing on-the
job training, practice, coaching, and signoffs. Does this prohibit an operator (on exam
security) standing a regularly scheduled shift from signing off a trainee scheduled to
stand that shift's under instruction in the position? This is not referring to signing of
individual OJT task, just the shift itself. (We currently do not permit this, I just want to be
clear on the requirements of the examiners standard).

Q.

Why does ES-201D.2.b, Bullet #1, permit a person signed onto the initial exam security
agreement operator the simulator from the booth when this is not permitted in ES-601 for
requal. Why the inconsistency?

Q.

Will you allow transfer of electronic files of exam materials over the internet via e-mail if
the file is "password protected?"

Q.

Significant reactivity manipulations were defined in the Q&A portion
of NUREG 1262.
The information notice issued a couple/three years ago seems to conflict
with NUREG
1262. An answer to what is a significant manipulation should support
1262.

Q.

Is it acceptable to pass word protect exam files and leave them on
a LAN or password
protect on a hard drive? (The concern is that floppy disks or more
susceptible to
damage).

Q.

Are requal inspections conducted using NUREG 1021 as the standard
(i.e., 600 series)
for the inspection? Are facilities subject to violations because an aspect
of NUREG 1021
is not utilized during a requal exam or is it just the inspection plan (i.e.,
71111-11 vs. ES
600)?

Q.

Can the 6-month onsite power plant experience occur prior to a break
in service (ex., Ind
works onsite for >6-months in responsible position; he/she then leaves
the site. He/she
then returns to site. Is the >6-months satisfied already?

Q.

What is target release date for proposed role - making on performing
reactivity
manipulations on certified simulation?

Q.

Definition of reactivity manipulation is still inconsistent between examiners
and utilities:
a.
b.
c.

Can you perform a Rx startup below the point of adding heat constitute
a
manipulation?
What constitutes "significant?"
What is the current position on diversity (e.g., can 5 power changes
using
boration be used?

Q.

Will it require upgrade to a higher ANSI standard for the simulator
(ANSI 3.5-1998)?

Q.

ES-201, page 12 of 24 top - Is a facility required to check with a contractor
to ask/check
if they are concurrently developing a similar exam for another utility?
If so, do these
exams need to be given on the same day? Also, what other security
requirements need
to be met?

Q.

At what point will the GFES be a computer-based exam including immediate
grading?
Proctor would be onsite.

Q.

If a utility is preparing an exam per NUREG 1021, Rev. 8, are they required to comply
with ES-202, Section D (license eligibility requirements) which are based on Reg
Guide
1.8, Rev. 2 in doing so?

Q.

The 1-year waiver clock, does ti start from the denial received from the NRC following
the exam or does it start after all appears have been dispositioned?

Q.

Can a facility be committed to ANSI N18.1-1071, for candidate eligibility, yet incorporate
guidance of ES-202/RG-1.8 or other document(s) without changing the committed
document?

Q.

An initial licensed operator candidate attends LOR training with his crew. The
instructor
is on the initial NRC exam team and has signed the exam security documents.
Is the
initial NRC exam candidate allowed to remain in the class/simulator or must he/she
leave?

Q.

6-months onsite experience requirement?
A.
ANSI allows 13 weeks on-shift training to count toward 6-months
B.
ANSI allows simulator training to count (simulator training is usually 3 or more
months)
Can training program provide the 6-months of onsite experience?
What is "responsible power plant experience?"
Need a definition that is broader than staff engineer and operator? For example,
operations instructor, ex-NRC examiner and maintenance supervisor.

ES-300
Q.

ES-301 B states that initial licensed exams should sample the items listed in 10
CFR
55.43 but need not cover all 13 items. Is this also true of a requalification annual
operation emanations?

Q.

Question concerning the 30% repeat rule for JPMs. The 1998 exam was comprised
of
20 JPMs. The 1999 exam is comprised of 30 JPMs (3 sets of 10). If I repeat 30%
of the
1998 JPMs, I can use a total of 6 JPMs on the 1999 exam or 30% of each of the
3 sets
of 10 JPMs is 9 JPMs. Question: Is it 30% of the JPMs of the previous exam;
is it 30%
of the current exam can be repeated?

Q.

30% of previous exam (Up to 9 can be used, no more than 3 on each set of 10)

Q.

When determining allowable JPM overlap for a retake applicant, do you use the exact 10
JPMs the applicant saw on the original exam or the entire JPM set used
for the exam?
(These numbers could be different).

Q.

Can an applicant fill the STA role during a scenario? If yes, can he/she
actively fill the
role or will "normal" surrogate activity be expected.

Q.

If 100% of sampling for topics in 55.45(a) is not required, is there a definition
of
representative sample?

Q.

If a licensed operator is filling the role of a surrogate operator, and he/she
performs
errors, is his/her license is jeopardy (by the NRC).

Q.

Please define "alternate path" JPMs and give one or more examples.
Does a fault have
to occur to qualify as an "alternate path" JPM?

Q.

How is the JPM system selection supposed to occur? Shouldn't there
be a systematic
(e.g., random) selection of systems within each of the safety functions.
Otherwise, won't
the operating exam be somewhat subject to predictability? Some concern
with event
selection for simulator exams (scenarios).

Q.

Operating exam - Will follow-up questions be documented? Can they
fail an applicant
even though he accomplished the critical step (task)?

Q.

Is the 2/5 alternate path JPM requirement, a required item for annual
requal exams?

Q.

Use of 4 of 10 faulted JAMS I believe is "negative" training and evaluation.
I expect our
plant to operate every time. Maybe for 2 of 10 faulted is fine. 4 of 10
will train the
operators to expect the plant controls not to function. Should maybe
be PRA based?

Q.

What is meant by "critical task errors are not essential?"

Q.

Can we use more than 2ROS if Tech Specs require it. Does this apply
to administrative
requirements (e.e., how per ops may use more than 2R05 (D.4.d)?

Q.

Does the audit exam and the NRC exam have to be 100% different (D.
1.a)?

Q.

Do SRO upgrades acting as RO panel operators to complete a crew have to have a
specific evaluator observe them (B.3)?

Q.

If during a JPM, the applicant misses or skips a procedure step or steps and later
on
recognizes that he/she has missed the steps - can he/she request to start the JPM
over?

Q.

What role can the STA play when they are the extra person?

Q.

301 D. 1 .a - No reuse of audit material for subsequent exams?

Q:

Although the rules now allow the use of surrogates as STAs, ye we severely limit
the
surrogates role as part of the team. This results in training the candidates under
conditions, roles and responsibilities that are different. Then real operating practice
and
standards. Why do we limit the STAs role resulting in a "train for the exams" culture?

Q:

Is there a "standard" method for applicants to answer open reference walk-thru
questions (i.e., if fairly certain of answer give it or always look it up)?

Q.

I would like to see the NRC go more toward an inspection process for plants that
volunteer to write the exams. Have only one NRC examiner involved, allow the
utility to
administer all parts of the exam and use the resident if more oversight is needed
during
the exam administration. The NRC should continue to make the final licensing
decision.

ES-400
Q.

Higher Cognitive Level in distinction to appropriate memory level vs simple memory
or
licensed level (how many RPS/ECCS setting or EOP entry condition, or system
purpose
memory questions are too much - one or two appears to be OK from program office
viewpoint).

Q.

Do all comments made regarding the written exam by the applicant and a reason
for
accepting/rejecting the comment need to be submitted. (ES402 E.4 and E.5). Rich
Conte and John Caruso said not to submit student's rejected comments only those
that
cause an exam change. This is a "should," can it be changed to only sending in
comments requiring an exam change.

Q.

ES-401 D.2.f. Does a bank question which the students say during their training
program which is then modified (as defined in the standard) count against the 25
questions which can be used on the NRC exam.

Q.

ES-401.D.2.f. States that only 25 questions may be repeated from previous tests
- if an
RO and SRO are written only a total of 25 questions may be revised.
Why is it not 25 for
the RO and 25 for the SRO? No candidate sees both the RO and
SRO exam?

Q.

What is the guidance on providing additional information or clarifying
statements to the
candidates during the written exam. Specifically, for facility written
exams.

Q.

Regarding reusing no more than 25 questions from previous NRC
exams, etc. The
standard specifically states that when giving an SRO and RO exam
at the same time,
only 25 questions total may be reused, not 25 questions on the SRO
and 25 different,
additional questions on the RO. Why does the standard specifically
preclude this since
this results in more "new" questions that have to be written.

Q.

NRC validated questions used on previous license examinations at
the facility will get
limited review. What about Q's on similar units?

Q.

With a National Exam Bank, how should utilities address number of
questions from bank,
modified, or new?

Q.

If bank is 100% pre-approved NRC exam questions and utility modified
these to make
them site specific with changing stem or distractions, can utility mark
as 100% modified?

Q.

Why do the standards not allow the utility to give the same exam,
JPM scenario the
following day if the applicants sign a confidentiality agreement?

Q.

When the operator comes out to validate the written, can they have
OJT contact with an
applicant after the operator is on the security agreement?

Q.

ES-400 Series. Random selection of K/A's - how do you document
obvious non
applicable K/A's to chief examiner? Can we remove them prior to
the random selection
or do we select and then drop (with documentation) from the couple
plan? (p.16)

Q.

"NRC may deny licensee's proposal to use certain individuals to validate
the exam".
(E.4) What does this really mean? Does the licensee need to supply
names, positions,
etc. of validation team prior to using them to review exam?

Q.

After systematically/randomly generating a sample plan you discover
it is lopsided in one
area. Do the questions you use to "balance" the exam take up your
allotted 10 site
specific? Where do the questions come from?

Q.

Based on the SAT based training program, you test on objectives. The current NUREG
allows asking questions not covered by the utilities training program (objectives).
This is
contrary to the SAT based training system. Should there be a way to
ensure the
students are examined on the training program content. (If it is determined
that the
program is SAT).

Q.

Definition of knowledge based versus higher order is not clear. Explain.

Q.

ES-401 D.2.d. Cannot write SRO only questions for all seven items listed
under
55.43(b). Only three items lend themselves to SRO only type questions.
Need multiple
examples and training for writing SRO only questions for all seven items.

Q.

ES-400 Series. Discrimination validity should not be evaluated separate
from operational
validity and content valid. If OV and CV are present, then DV will be present
if good test
item writing principles, e.g., plausible distractors absence of clues

Q.

ES-401 Series. How large must exam bank be before you can select 50
questions from it
for use on exam?

Q.

Regarding the written exam duration: Should the exam duration be presented
to
candidates as: "The exam duration is scheduled (targeted) for 5 hours:
but extensions
can be granted," i.e., don't rush through exam to meet the 5 hour time
limit.

Q.

From 401, E.4. Regarding regions denying the facility's proposal to use
certain
individuals for exam validation: What is a "supervisor or co-worker?" This
could be any
licensed operator.

Q.

How do we determine "level of difficulty" for written exam questions?

Q.

There is no D.2.d of ES-201. It is referenced in ES 401 E.4.

Q.

ES-401. How do you assure that the extra 10 CFR 55.43 topics are covered
in a
"representative sample" in the test outline since NUREG 1021
allows selection of SRO
questions from K/As that do not reference 10 CFR 55.43.

Q.

ES-400. How can facilitators maximize use of bank question (up to 50)
if they don't fit
the sample plan? Recommend systematically selecting the first 50 questions
from bank,
then systematically select remaining K/As to complete outlines. Could
also select 40
questions from bank systematically for modification.

0.

Is there a bank size limitation for use of 50 questions?

Q.

How will the answers to the questions we are writing on these cards be promulgated
back to us?

Q.

We are allowed

Exam Bank
50 (25% exact repeats)

Modified
40

New
10

In theory we would only need to write 10 new questions. This
reduces burden for the
exam writer, and reduces difficulty on the student. In reality,
students generally are
exposed to the entire exam bank during the program so the "50"
becomes 25. Also, with
the lottery (systematic-random) method of chasing K/As, the
likelihood of having more
than a handful of repeat or modified questions.
Recommend allowing exam writers to randomly select the 25
repeats and 40+ for
modification by pulling questions randomly from all questions
asked of the students
during the program.
Q.

What do you do if your randomly selected questions identify a
K/A that you know was not
trained on or has been deselected for training? Do you ask it
anyway or do you select
another system or does it go deeper?

Q.

At what point does a "modified" question become a "new" question?

Q.

Does "independent review" by a supervisor include question
by question
approval/comment?

Q.

If a question is used at a different facility (IP2/IP3) what or where
does this fall into the
50/40/10?

Q.

If it was deemed a SAT Q by NRC is it "automatically" SAT for
any facility? (Assume Q is
valid)

Q.

If a national exam bank is developed, what impact on 1&2?

Q.

For 5 hour exams, do the exams need to be time validated for
5 hours (i.e., does the
exam have to be made more difficult?)

ES-500
Q.

For purposes of appeal-why is video taping of scenarios NOT allowed?
What forms of documentation should be used and kept for appeal
purposes?

Q.

Does the timeline (5 days) for completing the requirements of ES-501
c.i.a begin after
completing the written or the entire exam including the operating test?
Assuming the
time begins after completing the entire exam, how does this factor
into the 30 day
allowance between the administration of the written and operating
tests as described in
ES-402 c.2.b?

Q.

How will the facility representatives get a copy of the NRC appeal
correspondence?

Q.

ES-501 c.l.a, Bullet #4 States that any comments made by the applicant(s)
after the
written exam with explanations of why the comment was accepted
or rejected must* be
submitted to the NRC.

Q.

Since senior management (site) tends to "expect perfection," maybe
the NRC could
communicate that a number of comments is expected (in the final
exam report).

Q.

Remove level of difficulty evaluation from Form ES-401-9 and all other
requirements.
There is no need to assess difficulty if content validity, operational
validity, and 50-60
higher cognitive level requirements are met.

Q.

Why is ES-403.D.2 A&B different than ES-501 c.i.a concerning grading
the written
exam?

Q.

Should the utility NRC exam writer be "certified" by the NRC?

ES-6001ES-700
Q.

Item reuse if an individual examiner is on security agreement: Can
you then reuse a JPM
set?

Q.

Will there be a revision to 1262 at any time soon?

Q.

Is there an expectation that every SRO do an E-Plan classification
in either scenario or
JPM?

Q.

Is the ES-601 definition of low power serious?

Q.

2.5 vs. 3.0. What is the minimum task threshold for initial exams vs. requal?
Should be higher standard for requal than initial

Q.

What is policy/requirement regarding extension of time limit for requal written
exam?
ES-401 allows time extensions. Does ES-600 series?

Q.

Does that preclude extensions?

Q.

Low power - Is it really criticality to 5%???

Q.

To what extent is it acceptable to just mark-up a procedure vs. follow ES format?

Q.

Are time extensions for requal exams similar to written?

Q.

Can an individual who fails in the simulator for a specific task be retested with
a JPM, or
must it be a scenario?

Q.

Can an individual failure be retested with surrogates, or must it be with a shift?

Q.

Is changing a JPM to an alternate path JPM considered a different test item
(for 50%
requirement)?

Q.

If an operator fails an annual operating exam scenario due to an independently
performed competency, can a JPM be used as a retake exam?

Q.

If a JPM exam is failed, can one of the failed JPM's be used in the retake examination?

Q.

Is there a policy for use of computers and maintaining exam security?

Q.
Q.

Are simultaneous JPM's allowed?
Can we eliminate hours of operation on 398?

Q.

For requal. test, how you normally staff?

Q.

Does there need to be a specific procedure for requal exam security?

Q:

Why static if NRC administered requal (Group 2)?

Q:

What value added?

Q:

What is the criteria (guidance) for test item reuse throughout a
biennial cycle?
(i.e., 1) items used on more than 1 weekly quiz; 2) item used on
weekly quizzes to be
used on biennial exam)

Q:

Operator Medicals - Required every 24 months with no grace.
This causes a need to
schedule shift crews more often so 24 months not exceeded. With
a fixed requal
schedule, 24 month refueling outage cycle, it would be nice to have
medicals the same
cycle every year. So, If critical equipment (RPS, etc.) Surveillance
frequencies can have
grace, why can't operator medicals?

Q:

Onsite vs. Offsite Assignments
NUREG 1021 allows postponement of requal requirements for
up to 2 years for offsite
development assignments, such as INPO. We also have onsite
development
assignments, such as Work Control or Site Engineering, which
are intensive from a
workload standpoint. Why can't the requirements of requal be suspended
for an
onsite/offshift developmental assignment?

Q:

Exam Security Issue
Although some relaxation was included in final Rev. 8, it is still
much too restrictive (in
my opinion). Why is it that an instructor cannot teach once he
has knowledge of the
exam. This requirement causes me to need additional staffing
because once he has
knowledge of sample plan, he is not available. Why can't we use
the instructor, and rely
on his integrity (via signature, under penalty of law, etc.)?

Q:

Static Exams - If NRC administers requal exam, a static is required.
If we administer our
own, static is not required. Some utilities have stopped maintaining
a static exam bank
and use of it, while others (such as us) are continuing to use them.
The reason we do is, if NRC comes into a program that hasn't
done statics for a long
time, and the crews are subjected to statics, and they aren't used
to them, a high failure
is likely. So, why does this difference exist?

Q.

Biennial requal exam -- What is the standard for reusing exam
questions from weekly
exams from the last 2 year biennial training program?

Q:

If an instructor sees a scenario, trains next crew, administers same scenario (doesn't
know is advance), is this a problem?

Q:

Why is there a difference between what the NRC would do for a "for cause"
Requal vs. facility requal
- Unfair, high failure rate

Q:

Can someone stand 8 hours of a normal 12 hour watch?

Enclosure 4
CONFERENCE FEEDBACK
Comments on Hotel/Food:
(
<<
<(
a

Food very good/great/excellent (32)
Hotel good/great/excellent (28)
Very impressed with the venue and very easy to get here
No beverages available Wednesday afternoon
<( Hotel - Some areas poorly air conditioned (such as hallways
2) and very warm
<< Liked the coffee and juice carts
( Hotel adequate
<< Service was excellent
< Needed more space at table for luncheon
<< Good room arrangement, table space for main conference room
• Room was a little disappointing for a Hilton (shower caused large
puddle on bathroom floor)
• Extremely expensive to copy or make transparencies
• Hotel was clean and in a good location
<< Hotel staff friendly
(< Rooms - If looking for a hotel in the area a different one would be
chosen
<( Workshop rooms/facility was very good
< Ample amounts of food
«
Good choice on location
< Enhancement to the floor plan showing where we were and where
we were going to the
breakouts would have been nice
o Hotel a little on the expensive side
<< Coffee was terrible
• Meeting rooms were hot unless a/c was on, but a/c made them to
noisy
(
Need to have coffee available after final day's lunch
< Conference room format worked out well
Comments on Workshop Format:
•< Format good idea (8), 'very positive', creative
<< Good interaction between examiners, managers, etc.
"• Well organized (2)
"• Effective
(( Facilitators well prepared
< Don't need to do same topic 5 times
x Very good/good (12)
• Intermixing people in breakout groups (in each session) would allow
a more diverse
experience and discussion overall (Mix colored stars at each session)
(2).
e Sessions were good - too many speakers not "on-topic".
(( Definitely the 'Cadillac' of regional workshops.
< Breakout sessions should have focused on 'initial exam only'
• Good method of collecting questions at breakout sessions
(<
Exchange of "problem" areas between NRC & licensee's good
(
Appropriate timing of speakers and breaks

Comments on Workshop Format (Cont'd):
Handbooks were good
Y2 days would have been sufficient for workshop
(< Working lunch and continental breakfast was good (2)
< $150 registration fee was very reasonable
<< Would have appreciated more up front info to better prepare myself to contribute
<< First day pace fast and to the point
e Second day - 1.5 hours prior to lunch "free time"
(( Could have been longer on the breakout sessions
«< Useful and appropriate, efficient
(< Good discussion groups. This should be expanded to 3 days and have the
groups actually
develop with the NRC examiners a practice exam package.
< Some breakout sessions were much better than others. Methods of obtaining
feedback in
sessions was inconsistent.
<< Excellent way to hold workshop
(< Good communication among peers
< Keynote addresses - well thought out
<< Breakout sessions handled well, good opportunity to communicate
e Breakout sessions were broken into sections that made sense!!
< Could use future workshops with a more narrow scope, i.e., just written
exams. Could use
the breakout concept for specific points like exam bank, sample plan, chief
examiner/utility
interfacing, etc.
<< Breakout groups should have been shuffled each time. Having the same
group for all 5
sessions didn't allow for getting varied ideas and experiences (same comments/concerns
after several sessions) (3).
<< Worked very well this time, but should be adjusted as necessary for future
emphasis
(( Breakout format was very good, in that we got to attend each breakout.
<« The five part rotation enhanced efficiency of presentations. In a few cases,
the length of the
breakout sessions could have been shortened. This could allow for starting
later (not m ore
than 30-60 min.)in the morning.
< Breakout sessions were 30-60 minutes too long. By group 4 & 5 there was
an energy loss
to participants & one facilitators.
<( Good to have guest speakers
< If there was any extra time during sessions, it was spent talking to peers
from other utilities
this was very valuable.
<< Question/Answer cards & flipcharts need to be collated & summarized for
a national
workshop/inclusion in revision to NUREG 1262.
<

«

Comments on Speakers/Presenters:
<

With too few exceptions (i.e., INTENTIONALLY BLANK), the breakout facilitators
were
"poor" (I'm being kind!). Quality of slides INTENTIONALLY
BLANK do not necessarily
make trainers/public speakers.
< Really enjoyed all speakers (3)
<< NRR presentation good
<( All speakers well prepared (2)
4
Presentation by INTENTIONALLY BLANK and on simulator certification didn't
seem to fit
content of the workshop

Comments on Speakers/Presenters (Cont'd):
(( Good (9)
"• NRC speakers were excellent! Very open and frank. A genuine openness
of attitude and
mind. I'm impressed.
"« Guest speakers were good. Day 2 lunch speaker seemed NOT to hit the mark
when
addressing this group with association to training.
"• Utility co-presenters were very good. Open and willing to change in opinion,
a must at every
conference.
<< A number of speakers did not fit in with 'theme'
<< Good balance of NRC/MANTG speakers/facilitators
{ Good "Master of Ceremonies" - stuck to agenda/times, appropriate amount
of humor, good
emphasis of important points
"{ "Use of simulator" not appropriate for people who were present (except for discussion
of
reactivity manipulations).
<( Generally, speakers/facilitators were effective
o Having NRC co-facilitate breakouts great! Most MANTG co-facilitators
did little to nothing,
what was their role?
<< Great to have the NRC do presentations (2)
<< The right people who need to listen.
<< INTENTIONALLY BLANK was excellent with very pertinent experience
(< In keeping with workshop
<< Well chosen, well done (2)
{ Most speakers were knowledgeable about the topics. Some NRC presenters
presented
information in conflict with the standard. Questions were written down and
I am looking
forward to the responses.
{ Knowledge/interest very apparent (3)
<( Excellent. Experts in applicable areas (4)
Comments on Overall Value for Attending:
4

<<
<<
<<
<(
<<

2.5 on a 0-5 scale

Very positive/good/great (5)
Very informative & useful (4)
Worthwhile (6)
Brought out questions and problems that need to be addressed (3)
Good to get problems on the table
"o<A definite wealth of information. Keep it up! More! More! More!
"< Please invite some upper level plant/company management (VP level) next time
{ I hear Region I licensee's "pain"
{ Took back ideas for our region's workshops and ideas for improving our
region's exam
review process.
<< Workshop was good for promulgating changes to 1021 and NRC communication
with
industry.
(( Highly encouraging to see the commission strongly advocating
an open communication
exchange even if it is challenging the commission to justify their position.
<< Excellent opportunity to interface with others from NRC and other utilities
(8)
• It was good to have the writers as well as the managers present. Need
more of these so that
everyone stays in touch and current.

Comments on Overall Value for Attending (Cont'd):
<<
<<
<(
(<
<<
<

Excellent, extremely valuable (6)
Need to do this EVERY year to iron out issues with the exam process (2).
Best conference yet!
NRC openness and willingness to address (and possibly change) items was
great to see.
Gained an appreciation for the changes that the NRC is going through. NRC
seemed to be
honestly concerned with our concerns.
How will answers to open questions be shared? (2)

ENCLOSURE 5
NRC SLIDES

OPERATOR LICENSING
CONFERENCE

c'

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
ES 201

"* B. - Facility developed examinations must satisfy NUREG- 1021 (or an agency
approved alternate).

"Examining Human Performance Consistently"
AUGUST 17-18, 1999
Richard Conte - Co-Chairman, NRC
Roy Hickok - Co-Chairman, MAINTG

"* B. - Agency resources may limit the number of examinations that may be
administered.

"* B. -NRC

developed examinations will require additional scheduling flexibility.
Shared development is acceptable! (Fypical split is written/operating)

"* C.i.a

If a facility wants the NRC to develop the examination, we will expect a

written request.
In response to Administrative Letter on exam needs.
'Should identify in response desires and details on split exams.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
SC. b - The agency enforcement policy applies to examination compromise.
* C.lc -Facilities developing an examination are required to have put in place
formal procedures to control examination security.
* C.l.e - Form ES-201-t gives target due dates for various materials; due dates for
outline/exam moved

"* CU.f-h - The outlines and exams should be forwarded to the NRC regional
office with a cover letter signed by an authorized representative.

"* C.I.J - Facility comments on NRC developed examinations must justify all
noneditorial comments and should include any difficulty concerns.

SREGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
ES2OI(cntd

"* C.2.c - Submittal dates have been expanded to 75 and 45 days (for outline and
exam). Dates are negotiable depending on circumstances.
'NOTE: Facilities can provide an early sample of material for NRC review.

"* C.2.h - The written and operating test portions may be de-coupled up to 30 days
either way (written then operating, or operating then written) without program
office approval.

"* C.3.b - Facility security procedures should cover and examiners review the
issues described in ES-201, Attachment 1,

"* C.3.f- NRC may reject an exam as inadequate based on review of a 30 question
sample.

"* C.3.g - Facility reviewers make comments on a copy ofexam

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

c-) REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

"•C.3.j -During the dynamic simulator portionohe operating test, if an SRO
upgrade candidate assumes an RO or panel position, he will be graded (but
might not be individually evaluated: if SRO upgrades are in both panel positions,
they may be observed by one examiner).

"* D.2.a - Facilities developing an examination should restrict access to individuals
on the security agreement to just those areas they need to see.

"* D.2.b - Prohibited activities
" Att I - Security Guidelines: Facilities must establish, implement, and maintain
procedures to control exam integrity.

"* Art 2 - When we ask for Technical

Specifications, this includes TS

interpretations.

"* Form 201-1, Preparation Checklist. Outline and exam due dates 75/45 days
"* Form 201-2, Examination Outline Quality Checklist

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

"* C.l.a - Form 396 extension to 24 months if the applicant applies after failure
with exceptions. Used to be six months.

"* C. if

- Now the licensee is expected to inform the NRC region in writing if it
desires to withdraw an applicant before the licensing process is complete

"* C.2.a -For a restricted license we may now use a regional contract physician
instead of the Headquarters Health Unit

"* C.2.5 - Some changes to manipulation of controls
"* D - References to FSAR, TS, and QA documents regarding worker
qualifications have been deleted. And new guidelines have been inserted

"* D. I.b - More

changes to manipulation of controls

* D.2.a - 6 months RNPE should be at the plant for which license sought.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

* A.2.d - With a denial ofa waiver the region must include a reason for the denial
* D.1.a - Waivers for parts of the examination that were passed, when a retake is
requested are now one year from the date of the denial instead of the date the
applicant failed
* D. 1.c - Waivers for medical may be extended for 24 months vs one year
following a denial or withdraw of an application

"* D.l.f- The region will be able to issue conditional licenses to operators who
have not completed the necessary reactivity manipulations because of a
shutdown facility

"•ES-205 - Procedure for Administering the Generic Fundamentals Examination
Program, Only changes for organizational, or office nomenclature

"* Any operator controlled reactivity manipulation is acceptable
"* JPM prescripted follow-up questions are deleted
"* JPM performance based followup questions are permitted
"* Reuse ofmaterial on subsequent days during the exam is NOT
permitted
* STA and extra RO use is permitted if allowed per TS and actual
minimum manning requirements

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

"oB. -The

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
ES 301 '(cont' d)""

SRO exam must sample from the topics in 55.45(a), but sampling 100%

is not required.

"* B.2 - JPM followup questions are in response to observed performance issues.
"* B.3 -If SRO upgrade applicants take RO positions on the operating test dynamic
simulator, they will be evaluated.

"* D.L.a-No reuse of operating test material is allowed on subsequent days ofan
exam visit, or from all audits for retakes.
NOTE: For facility developed examinations, the facility must identify similar audit
operating test items.

"* D.I oj- Follow up questions derive from observed performance error or

"* D.2.a - Operating test category A.4 applies to the emergency plan and its
implementing procedures only.

"* D.3.a - For PWRs, Safety Function 4, heat removal, may count as two functions
- one for primary and a second for secondary heat removal systems.

"* D.3.b - 40% of JPMs on Part B must be alternate path (4/10 or 2/5).
"* D.4.d - Any operator controlled evolution affecting reactivity is a reactivity
manipulation.

'NOTE: If facility Technical Specifications require more than 2 ROs in the control room, so
can the examination. This does not reduce the test scope for each applicant.

uncertainties, such as task errors, component or panel location confusion, or
procedure unfamiliarity for the task.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

"* C. L.b - Facilities developing examinations must have security procedures
SArt 1 - Open reference test items guidelines added. (Previously
referenced in App. C)
* Form 301-2, For clarity, control room and plant portions have
been separated.
* Form 301-4, Scenario objectives are not required.
* Form 301-6, At least one evert must be recorded for each
competency.

required by 55A0 and discussed in ES-201, Attachment I guidelines.

"* D.l.d - All dynamic simulator scenarios for an applicant should be observed by
the same examiner (except for certain situations involving SRO upgrade
applicants filling panel positions during Part C of the operating test).

"* D. i.j - The Shift Technical Advisor or other operators (surrogates) may be used
in the dynamic simulator scenarios, as required by facility procedures.
" Chief examiner will brief extra personnel concerning level of participation.

" NRC reserves the right to run additional scenarios to fully evaluate an applicant.

SREGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
E-S iU2 (COn

td)..

"* D.l.m - The practice of conducting an exit briefing has been adopted as policy.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
i

Results will not be discussed.

"* D2.b - JPM setup errors may require restarting the JPM with correct conditions.
"* D.2.f- Follow up JPM questions are required to be initiated based on applicant
performance, although not necessarily on critical steps only.
NOTE: An applicant can offer corrected information after completing a JPM during
the
examination and NRC will consider it and the consequences of the error.

"* D.3.o -The

simulator may be considered inoperable and the exams delayed or
rescheduled for: erratic or inexplicable panel indications; unplanned events
that
change the course ofthe scenario, unplanned freeze, or software fault affecting

* C.2 - Serious errors by an applicant with clear safety consequences
can lead to

examination failure and license denial regardless of grading instructions.
* D.2.b - JPM task failure can result from follow up question responses
regardless
of whether critical steps were performed correctly. Such question responses
can
also justify otherwise unacceptable critical step responses and result in
a passing
grade.
* D.3.b - NRC examiners will retain all rough notes and other information
relating
to the examinations until all denials are final.

the machine's response or indication.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

REGION I- MANTG CONFERENCE

* Systematic sampling is required for the outline construction.
* Learning objectives are not required.
* SRO/RO overlap clarified.
* Higher cognitive items 50--60%.

U

* New and updated forms.
* Sampling review allowed.
* Time limit increased to 5 hours.
* Clean copies of answer sheets required.

"* D.I .b - The outline must be systematically/randomly selected.

You should be

able to describe the process used.

"* D.l.c - 10 site specific K/As may replace 10 systematic sample items, for site
details or issues, with basis and Chief Examiner approval.
a D.Ld -Ensure that every applicable K/A category is sampled at least twice
within each of the three tiers
An SRO exam adequately samples the additional topics 55.43(b).

S

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
u (COrl
-S

"* D.1.e-

..

.

"* D.2.f- Retake written examinations may have no overlap or reuse from the failed
Facility developed outlines shall be independently reviewed by a facility

supervisor or manager.

"aD.2.c - The written examination must be 50-60% higher cognitive order items.
"* D.2.d - The SRO only questions on an exam must be at the SRO level, not just
different questions at the RO level.
-NOTE: Also SRO only exams shall include at least 25 questions that evaluate SRO level
K&As or licensee learming objectives.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

"* E.2.c - The NRC will

perform a 30 question sample review, with ten new and

twenty randomly selected questions.

"NRC Review will be documented on form ES- 401-9.
"NOTE.

NRC-validated items are only those used on a previous license examination at the
Lity since October 1995 and wilt get a limited review f"r unacceptable flaws perForm
ES-401-9.

"* E.2.d - All unacceptable flaws identified shall be corrected by rewriting or
replacing before the exam is administered. Minor flaws (i.e., editorial or
enhancement) should, as time permits, be corrected before the exam is
administered, but the NRC expects such corrections to be made before the
question is reused on another NRC exam.

audit examinations.
NOTE: Repetition from the last 2 NRC examinations and from exams, quizzes, or tests
administered during license training class is limited to 25 questions (for an exam set of RO
and SRO exam).

"* D,2.g- Facility learning objective references are encouraged but not required.
"* D.3.b - The draft examination shall independently be reviewed by a supervisor or
manager (ES-201) and received at least 45 days before the examination.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

"* E.3.a - The NRC supervisor must review and approve all unacceptable item
comments.

"* E.3.b - Ifa sample review is performed and less than 6 of the 30 items are
unacceptable, detailed review of the rest of the test will continue. Ifemore than 6
items are unacceptable, NRC may return the exam as unacceptable or complete
its review.

"* E.4 -Final

facility validation of the examination after incorporating changes is
recommended but not required.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
C

~

SREGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

- -------

"* Att I - A sample methodology for systematic selection of the outline is
described.

"* Form 401-6 - Sample Written Exam Question Worksheet -optional format for
written exam questions.

"* Form 401-7 - The new version of this form provides blanks to record the test
item count for reuse from the last examinations, the bank/modified/new
grouping, and the cognitive level for the examination.
* Form 401-9 - This is an enhanced version of the form previously used
in RIV.

"* C. l.a - K/A references are required but learning objectives only desired (NOT
REQUIRED)

"* C.l.c - Discrimination validity is defined.

Implementation will require exercise
ofsubjectivejudgement in constructing the item stem and distsactors.

"* C.2.a - Multiple correct answers, soliciting the "best," are not allowed.
"* C.2.f -All information in a question should be relevant.
"* C.2.n - Use of generically correct answers is allowed as distractors, but they need
to be demonstrably incorrect by the phrasing in the stem.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
---]5 413.5

• C.2.a - The facility is allowed to administer an NRC developed examination.

"•C.2.b - During a facility administered written examination, the NRC must be on
site or available by phone.
NOTE:After being NRC approved, the written examination may be administered
at any
time within 30 days of the operating test.

"•D.4.d - The new time limit for the examination is 5 hours, with individual 30
minute extensions available from NRC, with prior approval. The new time
limit
should not change the development process

* C.2.b - NRC may allow the facility to machine grade an NRC
developed written examination.
0 D.l.a - Unreasonable or unstated assumptions do not justify a test
item change.
* D.2.a - Written examination answer sheets must be copied before
any grading.

_-

*

......
.
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REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

REGION I - MANTI CONFERENCE

...........
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* C.l.a - Facility submittal of an examination package must include a clean copy
of all answer sheets.
D.2.c - For a machine graded examination, NRC must review the grading
template.

*

"* D.2.c - For proposed examination scores between 78% and 82%, NRC must
independently grade the clean copies of the answer sheets.

ES 501 (cont'd)

"* E.3 - The examination report must not be delayed for delayed results.

-NOTE: Delayed licenses will be effective when issued -no back-dating will be allowed.

It will be

subsequently amended if appropriate.

"

E.3.a - The examination report is not required to explicitly address whether an
examination submittal is adequate, unless the problem supports a programmatic
conclusion,

"

"* D.3.c - A sample letter is provided to describe delayed results.
NOTEOItfthe delay extends beyond 3 months, NRC must remind facilities to satisfy
55.53(t) and confirm medical condition is still adequate.

..........
..
........
__-----------------......
--------

"

E.3.a - The examination report must describe: any delay or extension of
administration, any security issues, consistent with enforcement policy, and any
significant grading deficiencies.
E.4.c - NRC will retain all draft and documentary material until any denials are
final.

"* EA.d -NRC must make public:

the submitted draft outline and examination,
any
NRC comments sent to the facility, and the final examination.

F

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE

* Simplified to remove internal appeal process
(D.2.d).
* Internal appeal process to be addressed by

internal procedures.
"* Agency recognizes timeliness problem on
appeals.

"* E.2 - Facility representative will get a copy of
agency appeal correspondence

-) REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
1.11 ,

ES 600 S eries

* General: Guidance on development, evaluation,"or checklists common to initial
and requal exams has been moved to appendices.
* 601, E.3.b(6) - Licensed operator test item reuse may not be so high as to impair
validity
* 602 - Deleted references NUREGiBR-0122 "Examiners Handbook for
Developing Written Exams" because applicable guidance is now in appendix B.
* 602 - Policies and Guidelines for Taking NRC Written Examinations are now in
appendix E.

REGION I - MANTG CONFERENCE
ErS 6--6 (otd&70

ernes

* 603 - JPM development and evaluation guidance/checklists has been moved to
appendix C. Briefing Checklist - System Walkthrough moved to appendix E.
e ES-604 -Critical Task Methodology, Scenario Attributes moved to appendix D;
Simulator Briefing Checklist moved to appendix E.
* 605, C.2 -Proficiency watch expectations clarified to accept any combination of
complete watches (8 or 12 hours) totaling at least 56 hours in a quarter.
a 605, C.l.b - Operators detailed off site when their license expires may retain it
under timely renewal provisions
* 70 1, D.I - The LSRO exam will be 50 points.
* 701, E.2 - If a specific system is not available for an LSRO examination, it is
acceptable to sample 2 K/As with prescripted questions.

HOPE CREEK EXPERIENCE FOR
NRC STAFF
Enance Exam"Mer

now edge an Alities in th eS

REGION I -MANTG CONFERENCE

"0Written Examination Guidelines
* B.2 Grades will not be rounded up for a passing
* B.3 The duration for the examination is five hours vs, four hours
* B.4 Clarification for pens vs. pencils to be used for the examination
S13.7
Clarification for asking questions about the intent of a question

"* Walk-through (3PM) Guidelines
SD.7 Clarification on follow up questions
-D.8 Clarification on verbalization of answers and actions during the perf'ormance of the test

"* Simulator
- E. 12Carification on SROs in the role of 1OP and RO

HOPE CREEK EXPERIENCE FOR
NRC STAFF
u sana-

usry n-er-ace"

* Examiner self study of Final Revision 8

"* Participation in Local workshops

* Expert on the Standards assignments

"* Participation in the national meetings and
workshop, if held

* Branch In-house workshop, July 29, 1999
• Need to distinguish requirements, enhancement,

vs editorial comments

"* Testing Principles Workshop recently
completed.

SHOPE CREEK EXPERIENCE FOR
NRC STAFF
mplement lessons learned

NRC STAFF

ee

* Enhanced schedule practices:

ac

o rogram

ice

"* On implementation of final Rev. 8 of NUREG 1021
"* As a results of workshops, regions are developing a list of

Allowing more time to fix, if needed (3 weeks).
Focused reviews using exam team collegial review concept.
Byproduct effect should be examiner self calibration within the group

* Using enhanced exaniner comment forms per NUREG 1021.
* Enhanced supervisory review ofexaminer comments.

i)HOPE CREEK EXPERIENCE FOR
NRC STAFF
SUMMARY

SHOPE CREEK EXPERIENCE FOR

----

* Eye Openning Experience for both Organizations.
* Uncorrected facility quality problems manifested themselved.
* Some inconsistency noted due to misapplication and
miscommunicaiton of standards.
* Several lessons learned noted - factored into Final Rev. 8 and
"Implementationaspects before October 20, 1999.

question and answers for future use.

"* Questions developed from Testing Principles Workshop.
* Questions firom Inhouse Examiner Workshop in Region 1.

..........
.1.

NRC / Mid-Atlantic Training Group Workshop

Q&I

NRR PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES
Samuel J. Collins

Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
August 17, 1999

"REGULATORYTRENDS

m BACKGROUND
I DESCRIBE THE CHALLENGE FACING NRR
"*EXPLAIN HOW NRR IS MEETING THE CHALLENGE
"• DISCUSS HOW NRR IS DEFINING SUCCESS
"- DISCUSS STATUS OF HIGH PRIORITY AREAS FOR ACTION
"* THEN, NOW AND THE FUTURE
"• SUMMARY

BACKGROUND
U

WHY NOW
U.S. Nuclear Reactor Industry Average Safety Performance Has
Improved Steadily
Number of Accident Sequence Precursors Declined Significantly Since
1984
SFive of The NRC Tracked Performance Indicators Show Significant
Improvement (automatic scrams, safety system actuations, significant
events, equipment forced outages and collective radiation exposure)

* HOW
Challenge Is to Define Programs (In Rapidly Changing Business And
Regulatory Environments) at a Level Which:

- Maintain Safety
- Reduce Unnecessary Regulatory Burden
- Increase Public Confidence

- Improve Efficiency And Effectiveness

SCOPE OF NRC
"S-TAKEHOLDERCONCERN
"*Senate & House Committee Reports on NRC Appropriations -Early

June, 1998
"* Commission Meeting With Stakeholders - July 17, 1998, Nov. 13,

1998 & May 4, 1999
" NRC Oversight Hearing With Senate Subcommittee -July 30, 1998
& February 4, 1999
" Regulatory Framework Needs to Be Predictable, Objective, And
Timely
"*Concern Exists That Some NRC Regulations And Regulator

Practice Pose Unnecessary Burden on Licensees

"* In Deregulated Electric Utility Environment, Unnecessary

Regulatory Burden Is of Significant Concern to Licensees

"• Need For Continuous Improvement in Regulatory Effectiveness

And Efficiency

U.S. INDUSTRY AVERAGE
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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SCOPE
* Memo From Chairman to EDO - August 7, 1998
* Identifies Commission Proposed High Priority Areas For Action
Tasking Memo Response - August 25, 1998 - Contains Short And

Long Term Actions (Updated Monthly)
• Maintaining Safety Remains Highest Priority
* Scope of Tasks Identified and Included in NRR Operating Plan
* Some Existing Tasks May Be Appropriate to Slow, Defer, Cancel,
Others to Accelerate

PERFORMANCE GOALS
Focus Attention to Filter Work and Measure Nuclear Reactor Safety
Program Outcome:
"*Maintain Safety
"*Reduce Unnecessary Regulatory Burden
"*Increase Public Confidence
"*Increase Efficiency/Effectiveness and Enhance Realism of Key NRC

Processes
Determined by NRR Team to Define and Implement Planning,
Budgeting, and Performance Management Process (PBPM)
"*Using Organziation Effectiveness Process and Measurement Tools

(4X4)
"*Starting Teamwork and Leadership Methodology Training

~~~~~

-

....

.......
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. PRIMARY AREAS OF AGENCY FOCUS
n Risk-Informed And Performance-Based Regulation
n Reactor Inspection And Enforcement
a Reactor Licensee Performance Assessment
w Reactor Licensing And Oversight
m NRC Organizational Structure And Resources (Reorganization,
Work Planning)
m Other Agency Programs And Areas of Focus (i.e. License Transfers,
Dry Cask Storage, Decommissioning)
n Uranium Recovery Issues
to N R C 's H earing P rocess

0...

THE CHALLENGE AHEAD

"* Change Management
"*Defining Policy Is Only The Start
"*Behavioral Change Is Necessary And Ongoing
"* Leadership Buy-in
"* Staff Buy-in
"*Balance Human/Organizational/Technical Initiatives
"*Sustain Change
"• Embrace Qualities of a Learning Organization
"* Continued Communication

a Focus on Outcomes/Success Measures
"• Achieve Above with Less Resources

...

HIGH PRIORITY AREAS FOR ACTION
RISK-INFORMED REGULATION
I Significant Progress Made in Risk-Inforning NRC Activities with
Stakeholder Involvement (i.e., Staff Training, Improving Guidance,
and Developing Improved PRA Methods and Tools)
* Pursuing Risk-Informed Modifications to 10 CFR 50 (SECY 98-300)
* Regulatory Guides, Topical Reports And/Or Pilot Plant
Applications Approved in the Following Areas:
Inservice Inspection (WOG Topical, Vermont Yankee, Surry, ANO)
Inservice Testing (Comanche Peak, Staff Evaluating Lessons Learned)

RISK-INFORMED REGULATION
(CONTINUED)
Graded Quality Assurance (South Texas, Staff Addressing Barriers to
Full Implementation)
Specifications STechnical
(Allowed Outage Times Extensions)
Licensing Initiatives
SOther
(BWR Vessel Shell Weld Inspections, ANO
Hydrogen Monitoring SER Issued)
* Staff Guidance And Training (PRA Steering Committee And Risk
Informed Licensing Panel)
* Use of Regional Senior Reactor Analysts to Evaluate Oversight Process and
Licensee Events

"MY
..

REACTOR OVERSIGHT
PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS

ASSESSMENT, INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
oSuspended SALP Program, Modified Periodic Plant Reviews
*Performance Results Will Be Evaluated to Determine When Enhanced
NRC Diagnosis of Licensee Performance Is Warranted. A Risk-Informed
Baseline Inspection Program Will Be Performed For All Sites.
*Framework: Performance Indicators And Risk-Informed Inspection
Results Will Be Used to Measure Licensee Safety Performance. Results
Will Be Evaluated Using Equivalent Risk-Informed Scales. (Thresholds)
*Inspections Will Become More Risk-Informed and Results Will Be
Evaluated For Their Risk Significance.
*Assessment: a Streamlined, Structured Review Process Will Be Used. An
Action Matrix Will Provide Consistency in Making Response Decisions.
m6 Month Pilot Program Initiated in June 1999 Encompassing 9 Sites
wFull Implementation June 2000

REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS
IMPROVEMENTS (CONTINUED)
ASSESSMENT, INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
"* Senior Management Meeting Process Will Be Modified
"• Enforcement Program Improvements

Guidance Issued to Clarify Existing Policy to Reduce Unnecessary
Licensee Burden for Severity Level IV Violations (w/o Significant Risk)

New Policy Issued to Modify Approach for Severity Level IV Violations
to Further Reduce Unnecessary Burden
" Extensive Stakeholder Involvement To Review Current Programs
For Short-Term Improvement And Future Alignment With
Oversight Process
n Program and Status on Web

(http:/Avww.nre.gov/NRR/OVERSIGfT/index.htmi)

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Strategic
Performance
Areas

"--

HUMAN ---------- SAFETY CONSCIOUS WORK --------------PROBLEM ......
PERFORMANCE
ENVIRONMENT
IDENTIFICATION AND
RESOLUTION
- PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
* INSPECTION
• OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES
• DECISIOý TI•RESHOLDS

ACTION MATRIX
_______________INCREASING

One or Two While Inputs
(indifferent
cornerstones) ina
Strategic Performance
Area; Cornerstone
Objectives Fully Met

One Degraded
Cornerstone (2 White
Inputs or I Yellow Input)
or any 3 White Inputs in
a Strategic Performance
Area, Cornerstone
Objectives Met with
Minimal Reduction in
Safety Margin

Regulatory
Conference

Routine Senior
Resident Inspector
(SRI) Interaction

Branch Chief (BC) or
Division Director (DD)
Meet with Licensee

Licensee Action

Licensee Corrective
Action

Licensee Corrective
Action with NRC

Risk-Informed
Baseline Inspection
Program (Baseline)
None

Baseline and Inspection
Follow-up

H

SOversight
NRC Inspection

0
X

---

All Assessment
Inputs (Performance
Indicators (PIs) and
Inspection Findings)
Green; Cornerstone
Objectives Fully Met

1

Z

LICENSEE PERFORMANCE
- ~FETY IGNJIFICANCE

Regulatory
Actions

I

Assessment
Report
.
Public
Assessment
Meeting

Document Response to
Degrading Area in

Insvection Report

DO review/sign
assessment
(w/ inspectionreport
plan)

DO review/sign
assessment report
(w/ inspection plan)

>_

________

DO or Regional
Administrator (RA) Meet
with Licensee

Repetitive Degraded
Cornerstone, Multiple
Degraded Cornerstones.
Multiple Yellow1 Inputs,
or 1 Red Input ;
Cornerstone Objectives
Met with Longstanding
Issues or Significant
Reduction in Safety
Margin
EDO (or Commission)
Meet with Senior
Licensee Management

Commission meeting with
Senior Licensee
Management

Licensee Self
Assessment with NRC
Oversight
Baseline and Inspection
Focused on Cause of
Degradation
Docket Response to
Degrading Condition

Licensee Performance
Improvement Plan with
NRC Oversight
Baseline and Team
Inspection Focused on
Cause of Degradation
-10 CFR 2.204 DFI
-10 CFR 50.54(f) Letter

Order to Modify, Suspend,
or Revoke Licensed

CAI
RA review/sign
assessment report
(w/ Inspection plan)

er

BC
or DD Meet with
Licensee

Activities

RA review/sign
assessment report
(w/ inspection plan)

,Commission
SRI or BC Meet with
Licensee

Overall Unacceptable
Performance; Plants Not
Permitted to Operate
Within (his Band,
Unacceptable Margin to
Safety

Informed
RA Discuss
Performance
with
Licensee

EDO (or Commission)
Discuss Performance
with Senior Licensee
Management

S< ~....RionIReviewAI A enc

eview-
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Commission Meeting with
Senior Licensee
anagement

REACTOR LICENSING
AND OVERSIGHT
u License Renewal

SCalvert Cliffs & Oconee Pilots
Generic Process Improvements
SIdentify And Resolve Policy Issues
SOther Sites Expressed Intent For Application
* 50.59 Proposed Rulemaking
m FSAR Update Guidance
a Define/Clarify Key Terms (e.g., Safety, Design Basis)
m Maintain Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)
Conversion Schedule

REACTOR LICENSING
AND OVERSIGHT (CONTINUED)
n Review

And Refine Generic Communications Process

a Review And Refine Confirmatory Action Letter Process
x Clarify Policy And Monitor Requests For Additional Information
a Backfitting Policy Reviews, Operating And Decommissioning
Licensee
n 2.206 Petitions (Timeliness And Program Effectiveness)
a License Transfers & Timeliness of NRC Reviews
Unit I (License Transfer/foreign Ownership Issues)

STMI

m Generic Process Improvements Including Rulemaking Timeliness
z Clarify Shutdown Plant Oversight Process (MC 0350)

..

.......
.
.......
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NRC ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMENT
EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
Reorganization- Restructuring Line Organizations to Match
Program
Requirements, Eliminate Duplication, And Aggregate Technical
Expertise
in More Effective Functional Focus Groups
-

Achieving 8:1 Staff- Management Ratio (Net Reduction
of Supervisory
Positions in NRR Is 15)

* Increased Staff Responsibilities (Empowerment)
• Process Owners, Process Teams vs. Line Managers

NRR HQ and REGIONS FTE
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THEN, NOW AND THE FUTURE
LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION REVIEW
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NEXT STEPS
* Continue Use of PBPM to Set Expectations and Track Accomplishments
Long Term Initiatives Will Memorialize Improvements to the Regulatory
Framework (i.e. Risk-informing Part 50, 10 CFR50.59, License Transfers,
Changes in Reactor Oversight, and License Amendment Procedures)
Commission Decisions on Policy Related Issues
w Initiatives in Information Technology Will Support Continued
Improvements (ADAMS)
w Continue to Seek Stakeholder Feedback
n Move NRR Organization Thru Effectiveness Levels, Continue
Organization Refinement around Processes and Outcomes

K

*

Develop Leadership Model

SUMMARY
* NRC is Maintaining Safety While Changing Its Approach To Regulation
'

Improve Performance Assessment
Implement Revised Enforcement Policy

• Accelerate Risk-Informed Regulatory Approaches
Improve Licensing Processes
"* Commission Tasking Memorandum Items Will Be Incorporated Into
Operating Plan and Monitored By PBPM Process
"* NRC Committed To Continual Improvement and Future Learning
0 Results Against Process Standards Will Be the Measure

...............

ENCLOSURE 6
WORKSHOP MANUAL

NRC I MANIG
NUREG - 1021 WORKSHOP

1.

Welcome

Welcome

2.

Introduction/Agenda

3.

Summary of Changes & Clarifications

4.

Frequently Asked Questions

5.

Registration List

Ni )ATLANTIC

Examining Human Performance Consistently!
The Mid-Atlantic Nuclear Training Group (MANTG) in conjunction
with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) welcomes you.
This workshop will give us the opportunity to gain a common understanding
of the changes being brought about by Operator Licensing
Examination
Standard (NUREG -1021 final Rev. 8).
Please, don't leave the workshop with your question un-asked,
and if
possible propose solutions for issues or concerns that are raised.
Participate and enjoy the workshop;

Roy Hickok
MANTG Management Committee Chairperson

TAB 2

...............
-

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I
NOTICE OF SIGNIFICANT MEETING
August 4, 1999

No. 99-43
Rev. 1

Licensee:

All Region I Power Reactor Licensees

Facility:

All Region I Power Reactor Facilities

Docket Nos.:

All Region I Power Reactor Docket Numbers

Time and Date:

7:30 a.m., Tuesday, August 17, 1999 and Wednesday, August 18, 1999

Location:

Philadelphia Airport Hilton Hotel, 4509 Island Avenue, Philadelphia, PA

Purpose:

The Mid-Atlantic Nuclear Training Group (MANTG), in conjunction with the
NRC, will conduct a Utility/NRC Interface Workshop at the Philadelphia
Airport Hilton Hotel, on August 17 and 18, 1999. The purpose of this
workshop is to develop a common understanding of the changes in
1 OCFR55, the enforcement policy, and the Operator Licensing Examination
Standards (NUREG 1021 - final Rev.8), in order to ensure effective
implementation. The workshop will provide an environment for candid
exchange of implementation issues and concerns through plenary and
small group sessions.
The theme of the conference is "Examining Human Performance
Consistently".
The General Co-Chairmen for the workshop are Richard J. Conte, Branch
Chief, Human Performance and Emergency Preparedness Branch,
Region I, and Roy Hickok, Chairman MANTG.
The intended audience is examination developers, coordinators, reviewers,
supervisory personnel.
An agenda for the workshop is attached to this notice (Enclosure 1).
A registration form for the workshop is also attached to this notice
(Enclosure 2).
The workshop is open for public observation with the payment of a
registration fee.

NRC Attendees:

Richard J. Conte, Branch Chief HPEPB, Region I
Other NRC Region I and Headquarters staff

Licensee Attendees:

Roy Hickok, MANTG Chairman
Other NRC Region I utility representatives

2
NOTE: Please contact Steve Dennis at (610) 337-5240 (e-mail: sxd2@nrc.gov) or John Caruso
(610) 337-5389 (email: jgc@nrc.gov), if you have any questions regarding this workshop.
Please contact the ANS registrar at (708) 579-8316 for registration information.

Prepared by:

Richard J. Conte, C
Human Performance and
. Emergency Preparedness Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

3
Distribution w/encl:
Region I Licensees
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
State of New Jersey
State of New York
State of Connecticut
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
State of Maine
State of New Hampshire
State of Vermont
State of Maryland
State of Delaware
PUBLIC
Regional Administrator Secretary, RI
Deputy Regional Administrator Secretary, RI
DRP Division Secretary, RI
DRS Division Secretary, RI
DRM Division Secretary, RI
DNMS Division Secretary, RI
Region I Receptionist
DRP Branch Chiefs
R. Blough, DRP
J. Crienjak, DRP
D. Screnci, PAO
N. Sheehan, PAO
DRS Branch Chiefs
W. Lanning, DRS
F. Guenther, NRR
D. Trimble, NRR
S. Collins, NRR
W. Kane, NRR
B. Boger, NRR
B. Gallo, NRR
B. Holian, DRS

4
Distribution (Via E-Mail):
W. Travers, Executive Director for Operations, OEDO
F. Miraglia, Deputy Executive Director for Regulatory Programs, OEDO
M. Tschiltz, Region I Coordinator, OEDO
S. Collins, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
B. Boger, Director, Division of Inspection Program Management, NRR
D. Matthews, Director, Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs, NRR
J. Zwolinski, Director, Division of Reactor Projects -I/11, NRR
J. Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement (OEMAIL)
A. Boland
S. Bogle
PMNS
D. Screnci, Senior Public Affairs Officer, RI
N. Sheehan, Field Public Affairs Officer, RI
M. Campion, ORA
R. Bores, ORA
W. Lanning, DRS

ENCLOSURE 1

NRC/MANTG NUREG 1021 WORKSHOP
DATE:

August 17, 1999 - 7:30 to 5:00 and August 18, 1999 - 7:30 to 5:00

PLACE:

Philadelphia Airport Hilton Hotel

AGENDA:

DAY ONE

August 17, 1999

7:30 - 8:30

Introductory remarks
Kick-off speaker NRC MANTG
Kick-off speaker

R. Conte - Branch Chief,
HPEPB, NRC RI
H. Miller -Regional
Administrator NRC RI
H. Kaiser - President & CNO
PSE&G

8:30 - 9:30

Special Topics
Hope Creek Lessons Learned
Facility Perspective
D. Jackson, PSE&G
NRC Perspective
R. Conte, NRC

9:30 - 9:45

Break

9:45 - 11:45

Breakout Session #1 (Attend one of five listed below)
(Examination Standard Section)
Written exam
(ES 400 Series, App.B)

NRC - J. Caruso, D. Silk
MANTG - J. Reid

Operating exam
(ES 300 Series, App.C&D)

NRC - S. Dennis, L. Briggs
MANTG - D. Jackson

Pre-exam issues
(Es 200 Series, App.A&E)

NRC - T. Fish, T. Kenny
MANTG - T. Cassidy

Post-exam issues
(ES 500 Series, Appeals)

NRC - C. Sisco, R. Conte
MANTG - R. Niedzielski

Other licensing/insp. issues
(ES 600&700 Series)

NRC - J. D'Antonio, S. Dennis
MANTG - F. Maciuska

11:45 - 1:00

Working Lunch
- Sam Collins, Director, NRR
Topic - NRR Performance Improvement Initiatives

1:00 - 3:00

Breakout Session #2 (See Topics listed in session #1)

3:00 - 3:15

Break

3:15 - 5:15

Breakout Session #3 (See Topics listed in session #1)

5:15- 5:30

* End of day facilitator meeting

NRC/MANTG
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONT'D)

NRC/MANTG NUREG 1021 WORKSHOP
AGENDA:

DAY TWO
*

V

- I

AD

August 18, 1999
Opening remarks Day 2

7:45 - 9:45)

Breakout Session #4 (See Topics listed in session #1)

9:45 - 10:00

Break

10:00 -12:00

Breakout Session #5 (See Topics listed in session #1)

12:00 - 1:15

Working Lunch - Joe Hagan, Senior VP Nuclear, PECO

1:15 - 2:15

Special Topics
Facility Developed Exams

Use of Simulators

*

NRC - Rich Conte
MANTG - R. Hickok

2:15 -2:30

Break

2:30 - 3:45

Breakout Session Reports

3:45 - 4:30

Open Forum / Closing remarks

Facilitator Pre Meeting:

J. Reid. Niaara Moha wk
F. Maciuska, RG&E wk

F.Collins, NRC

N RC/MANTG

7:00 a.m. August 17, 1999

Breakout Session Potential Topics
WrittenExamandOperating Exam
Development of sample plan
Development of test outline

Exam bank control/questior
lineage
Forward looking exam/NRC sample review

Pre-Exam
Open lines of communication
Pre-test QA requirements

Timeliness of Submittals
Exam validation

Post Exam
Expected content of final delivery package
Grading format
NRC report content

Timeline
Clean Answers Sheets for E
)raft Grading

Other Issues
Operator Medicals
Onsite assignments vs Offsite
Feedback -Revision of NUREG 1262

Requalification Attendance
Security expectations

ENCLOSURE 2
MANTG/ANSiNRC
NUREC 1021 Rev. 8 Workshop
Hilton at the Philadelphia Airport
August 17 - 18, 1999
REGISTRATION FORM:

ANS Member ID#:

Name:

Title:

Company Affiliation:

Address:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Country:
Phone:

Fax:

Email:

THERE IS A REGISTRATION FEE OF $ 150.00
Method of Payment: (circle one)
Check
Credit Card

VISA

MasterCard

American Express

#

Diners Card

Exp. Date:

Authorized Signature:

NOTE: If you are using a major credit card (VISA, Mastercard,
American Express, or
Diners Club) you may fax your registration to ANS Registrar
at 708-579-8314 (ANS
phone #708-579-8316).
Please do not send duplicateregistrationform by mail
if registeringby Fax.
MAIL: If registering by mail, please make check payable
to ANS and mail to:
ANS Registrar
P. 0. Box 97781
Chicago, IL 60678-7781

.

.........
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CANCELLATIONS: Registrations canceled prior to August 1, 1999 will
be refunded
minus a $50 processing fee. Cancellations received after August 1, 1999,
will NOT be
refunded, however you may send a substitute.

TAB 3

REGION I - MANTG OPERATOR LICENSING WORKSHOP
NUREG-1021 INTERIM REVISION 8 TO REVISION 8
SUMMARY OF CHANGES & CLARIFICATIONS
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
August 17-18, 1999
INTRODUCTION
Welcome!
Operator Licensing Is a Partnership Between Us.
RI Has a Strong Open-Door Policy - We Want You To Use It!
Workshop Working Level Focus: Revision 8 Process Changes and
Clarifications.
(Testing Principles Workshop completed in July 1999)
Please Be an Active Participant.
Questions and Answers To Be Collected for Publication.
Revision 8 required effective date is 10/20/99.
OVERVIEW OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
1.

10 CFR 55:
1.
2.

2.

ES-200 Series:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3.

55.40 is added to codify facility examination development.
55.49 is revised to clarify compromise and security expectations.

Due dates for outline/exam advanced to -75/-45 days, respectively.
Personnel restrictions are like those for NRC requalification examinations.
Security and medical expectations are clarified.
Reactivity manipulations for shut down plants are clarified.
Written and operating test are decoupled up to 30 days.

ES-300 (Operating Test) Series:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Any operator controlled reactivity manipulation is acceptable.
JPM prescripted questions are deleted. The number of alternate
path JPMs has
been increased to 4/10 and 2/5.
JPM follow up questions are clarified.
Reuse of material on subsequent days during the examination NOT
allowed.
STA and extra RO use OK if per TS and actual minimum requirements.

4.

ES-400 (Written Examination) Series:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
5.

ES-500 (Post Examination) Series:
1.
2.
3.
4.

6.

NRC independent regrade for 78-82%.
Potentially hold passes 80-81%.
New letter for delayed results.
Administrative review process streamlined.

ES-600 (Requalification) Series:
1.
2.
3.

7.

Systematic sampling is required for the outline construction.
Learning objectives are not required.
SROIRO overlap clarified.
Higher cognitive items 50-60%.
New and updated forms.
Sampling review allowed.
Time limit increased to 5 hours.
Clean copies of answer sheets required.

Item duplication expectations clarified.
Licensed operators detailed off site clarified.
Proficiency watch expectations clarified.

ES-700 (Fuel Handler) Series:
1.

Allowed prescripted questions rather than JPMs in some cases.

DETAILS OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
1.

10 CFR 55
1.

A new §55.40 is summarized as follows:
(a)

The NRC shall use NUREG-1021 to prepare the exams and tests
and to
evaluate the exams and tests prepared by FLs pursuant to paragraph
(b).

(b)

Facility Licensees (FLs) may prepare, proctor, and grade the written
exams and may prepare the operating tests subject to the following
conditions:
(1)
FLs shall prepare the exams and tests lAW NUREG-1021;
(2)
Pursuant to §55.49, FLs shall establish procedures to control
exam security and integrity;
(3)
An authorized representative of the FL shall approve the exams
and tests before they are submitted to the NRC;
(4)
FLs must receive NRC approval of their proposed written exams
and operating tests.

2.

(c)

Upon written request from a FL, the NRC shall prepare, proctor, and
grade, the exams and tests. In addition, the NRC may reject a licensee's
decision to prepare its own exams and tests.

(d)

The NRC shall prepare, proctor, and grade non-power exams and tests.

§55.49 has been clarified by adding that...
The integrity of a test or examination is considered compromised if any
activity, regardless of intent, affected, or, but for detection, would have
affected the equitable and consistent administration of the test or
examination. This includes activities related to the preparation and
certification of license applications and all activities related to the
preparation, administration, and grading of the tests and examinations
required by this part.

2.

3.

ES-102
1.

D.4

We endorse a new revision to RG 1.134 and ANS/ANSI 3.4-1996 (v.
1983) for medical issues. May continue to use previous version.

2.

D.5

RG 1.149 will allow use of ANS/ANSI 3.5-1998 for simulator certification.
A matching rule change is in process. May continue to use previous
version (1985).

B.

Facility developed examinations are required to satisfy NUREG- 1021 or
an agency approved alternate.

ES-201
1.

Agency resources may limit the number of examinations that may
be administered in a period. NRC developed examinations will
require additional scheduling flexibility. Shared development is
acceptable!
2.

C.1.a If a facility wants the NRC to develop the examination, we will expect a
written request. Completion of the expected administrative letter
response on examination needs should be sufficient.

3.

C.1.b The agency enforcement policy applies to examination compromise.

4.

C.l.c Facilities developing an examination are required to have put in place
formal procedures to control examination security.

5.

C.t.f-h Manager/supervisory review and authorized facility representative
approval required with cover letter submittal.

6

.C.1.j Facility comments on NRC developed examinations must justify all

noneditorial comments and should include any difficulty concerns. This
is
not really a change in policy; is was simply moved from Attach 5 which
was deleted.

7.

C.2.c Submittal dates have been expanded to 75 and 45 days (for outline
and
exam). Dates are negotiable depending on circumstances.
Facilities have an option to provide an early review sample of
material.

8.

C.2.h The written and operating test portions may be split up to 30
days either
way without program office approval.

9.

C.3.b Facility security procedures should cover and examiners review
the
issues described in ES-201, Attachment 1.

10.

C.3.f

NRC may reject an exam within I week as inadequate based on review
of
a 30 question sample.

11.

C.3.j

During the dynamic simulator portion of the operating test, if an SRO
upgrade candidate assumes an RO or panel position, he will be
evaluated in that position. If SRO upgrades are in both panel positions,
they may be observed by one examiner.
If as an efficiency measure, the facility licensee prepared the written or
operating test in conjunction with another facility, then the two exams
must be administered at the same time.
The written examination and operating test may be decoupled up to
30
days.

12.

D.2.a Facilities developing an examination should restrict access to individuals
on the security agreement to just those areas they need to see. The
personnel restrictions are now like requal. Section D.2.b gives examples
of what can and can't be done and gives guidance for supervisors.

13.

Att 1

in general, facility licensees are responsible for the integrity, security,
and
quality of examinations prepared for them by contractor personnel.

14.

Att 2

When we ask for Technical Specifications, this includes a TRM or
interpretations.

15.

Form 201-2

The outline must be systematically prepared.
No scenario repetition is allowed between audit and exam. This is
not new.
-80% of the operating test may come from the bank. This is not
new.
-40% of the system JPMs must use an alternate path.

-RCA entry is required.
-No JPMs may be repeatedday-to-day.
4.

5.

ES-202

1.

C.I.a

For previous withdrawals, retakes, or delayed results, medicals
over 6 months are aceptable if facility certifies individual continues
to meet requirements.

2.

C.1.f

To withdraw an applicant after signed applications received, we
expect a written request, but not necessary before examinations.

3.

C.2.b

For ROs applying for an SRO license, certification that the
operator has successfully operated the controls of the facility as a
licensed operator shall be accepted as evidence of having
completed the required manipulations.

4.

D

Training and experience are two different categories. In general,
history counts in one or the other, but not both.

5.

D.1.b(5)

Reactivity manipulation item deleted - covered in C.2.b.

6.

D.2.a(1)

At least six months of the responsible nuclear power plant
experience should be at the plant for which the applicant seeks a
license.

ES-204/205
1.

204

D. 1.a The one-year waiver clock runs from the date of the final denial
rather than exam.

2.

204

D.1 .c A medical examination is valid for 24 months with facility
certification that applicant condition continues to meet
requirements.

3.

204

D.1 .h Cold or refueling licenses are available if the plant status does not
support performing reactivity manipulations due to extended shut
down.

4.

205

A third GFES is likely in 2000. Some date changes may be expected
(Oct, Feb, & June).

6.

ES-301
1.

B

The SRO exam must sample from the 13 topics in 55.45(a), but sampling
100% is not required.

2.

B.2

JPM followup questions are in response to observed
performance issues.

3.

B.3

If SRO upgrade applicants take RO positions on the
operating test
dynamic simulator, they will be evaluated.

4.

D. 1.a

No reuse of operating test material is allowed on subsequent
days of an
exam visit, or from all audits exams administered to
retake applicants.
For facility developed examinations, the facility must
identify similar audit
operating test items.

5.

D. 1 .j

Follow up questions derive from observed performance
error or
uncertainties, such as task errors, component or panel
location confusion,
or procedure unfamiliarity for the task. Critical task errors
are not
essential. Questions will be limited to the task at hand
- no fishing
expeditions.

6.

D.2.a

Operating test category A.4 applies to the emergency
plan and its
implementing procedures only.

7.

D.3.a

For PWRs, Safety Function 4, heat removal, may count
as two functions
one for primary and a second for secondary heat removal
systems.

8.

D.3.b

Now that JPM questions have been deleted, JPMs must
discriminate at
the appropriate level. The number of alternate path
JPMs has been
increased to 4/10 and 2/5.

9.

D.4.d Any operator controlled evolution affecting reactivity
is a reactivity
manipulation.
The required instrument and component failures should
normally be
completed before starting the major transient; those
that are initiated after
the major transient should be carefully reviewed because
they may
require little applicant action and provide little insight
regarding their
performance.
If facility Technical Specifications require more than
2 ROs in thecontrol
room, so can the examination. This does not reduce
the test scope for
each applicant.

10.

Aft 1

Open reference test items guidelines added. These
were previously in
Appendix C.

7.

11.

Form

12.

Form 301-4

13.

Form

301-2 The form was split into control room and in-plant sections for
clarity.
Scenario objectives are not required. Any open simulator
performance deficiencies have been evaluated to ensure that
functional fidelity is maintained while running the planned
scenarios.

301-6 Only one or more (not all) event numbers need to be entered
to
cover each competency.

ES-302
1.

C.1.b Facilities developing examinations must have security procedures
per
55.40.

2.

C.2.a

3.

D. 1 .d All dynamic simulator scenarios for an applicant will be observed
by the
same examiner. Except as provided for SRO-U applicants.

4.

D. 1 .j

5.

D.2.b JPM setup errors may require restarting the JPM with correct
conditions.

6.

D.2.f

If NRC delays an examination due to quality, we will document this
in
writing.

The Shift Technical Advisor may be used in the dynamic simulator
scenarios, as required by facility procedures. Only one individual
(applicant or surrogate) is allowed to fill a shift supervisor or manager
position during the simulator operating test.

Follow up questions are required to be initiated from performance,
although not necessarily on critical steps only.
An applicant can offer corrected information after completing a
JPM during the examination and NRC will consider it and the
consequences of the error.

7.

8.

D.3.o The simulator may be inoperable and the exams delayed or
rescheduled
for:
- erratic or inexplicable panel indications,
- unplanned events that change the course of the scenario,
- unplanned freeze, or
- software fault affecting the machine's response or indication.

ES-303
1.

C.2

Serious errors by an applicant with clear safety consequences can
lead to
examination failure and license denial regardless of grading instructions.
This requires program office concurrence.

9.

2.

D.2.b System task failure can result from follow up question responses
regardless of whether critical steps were performed correctly. Such
responses can also justify otherwise unacceptable critical step responses.

3.

D.2.c

4.

D.3.b NRC examiners will retain all rough notes and other information
relating to
an examination category failure until all denials are final. Detailed
documentation is only required for errors that contribute to a category
failure.

Examiners are required to document and justify every operating test
deficiency.

ES-401
1.

D.1.b The outline must be systematically selected. Be prepared to
explain how
it was done.

2.

D.1.c

3.

D.1.d The PWG tier should not include system questions. Sample
each
category twice within each tier.

4.

D.2.c The written examination must be 50-60% higher cognitive order
items.

5.

D.2.d The SRO only questions on an exam must be at the SRO level,
not just
different questions at the RO level.

6.

D.2.f

Retake written examinations may have no overlap or reuse from the
audit
examinations. Repetition from the last two NRC exams is limited to
25
questions not % per set. RO and SRO exams given at the same time
count as one exam.

7.

D.2.g

Facility learning objective references are encouraged but not required.

8.

D.3.b The draft examination must be received at least 45 days before
the
examination date.

9.

E.2.c

10 site specific K/As may replace 10 systematic sample items, for site
details or issues, with basis and Chief Examiner approval.

The NRC may perform a 30 question sample review, with all new plus
modified, if required, questions.
NRC-validated items are only those used on a previous license
examination at the facility. Since 10/1/95. NRC-validated
questions need not be reviewed in detail but will be evaluated as
necessary to complete Form ES-401-7 (including the identification
and correction of technical and psychometric flaws that cause the
question to have no or multiple correct answers).

.............
-

10.

10.

E.3.a The NRC supervisor must review and approve all unacceptable item
comments. All unacceptable flaws identified by using Form
ES-401-9
shall be corrected by rewriting or replacing the questions
before the
examination is administered. Other flaws of a minor nature
(e.g., editorial
clarifications or enhancements) should, as time permits,
be corrected
before the examination is administered, but the NRC expects
such
corrections to be made before the question is reused on
another NRC
examination.

11.

E.3.b

If a sample review is performed and less than 6 of the 30
items are
unacceptable, detailed review of the rest of the test will continue.
If more
than 6 items are unacceptable, NRC may return the exam
as
unacceptable or complete its review.

12.

E.4

Final facility validation of the examination after incorporating
changes is
recommended but not required. NRC regional office may
deny the
licensee's proposal to use certain individuals (e.g., the applicants' facility
supervisors or coworkers) to validate the examination.

13.

Aft 1

A sample methodology for systematic selection of the outline
is described.

14.

Form 401-6

A sample worksheet for question submittal.

15.

Form 401-7

The new version of this form provides blanks to record the
test
item count for reuse from the last examinations, the
bank/modified/new grouping, and the cognitive level for the
examination. It also identifies which items do not apply for
NRC
prepared exams.

16.

Form 401-9

This is an enhanced version of the form previously used
in RIV.

ES-402
1.

C.2.a The facility is allowed to administer an NRC developed
examination.

2.

C.2.b During a facility administered written examination,
the NRC must be on
site or available by phone.
After being NRC approved, the written examination may
be
administered at any time within 30 days of the operating test.

3.

D.4.d The new time limit for the examination is 5 hours,
with individual 30
minute extensions available from NRC, with prior approval.
The new time
limit should not change the development process.

11.

ES-403

12.

1.

C.2.b NRC may allow the facility to machine grade an NRC developed written
examination.

2.

D.l.a Unreasonable or unstated assumptions do not justify
a test item change.

3.

D.2.a Written examination answer sheets must be copied
before any grading.

ES-501
1.

C.l.a Facility submittal of an examination package must
include a clean copy of
all answer sheets.

2.

D.2.c For a machine graded examination, NRC must review
the grading
template.
For proposed examination scores between 78% and 82%,
NRC
must independently grade the clean copies of the answer sheets.

3.

D.3.c A sample letter is provided to describe delayed results.
The delay threshold has been changed from 82 to 81%
with failures.
For delayed licenses the region must ensure that 1) the
applicant has
been determined to be medically fit within the past 24 months;
(2) the
applicant has not developed any permanent physical or
mental condition
that would be reportable under 10 CFR 55.25; and (3) the
applicant is up
to-date in the requalification training program.
If the delay extends beyond 3 months, NRC must remind
facilities to
satisfy 55.53(f)
Delayed licenses will be effective when issued - no back-dating
will be
allowed.
The examination report must not be delayed for delayed
results. It will be
subsequently amended if appropriate.

4.

E.3

5.

E.3.a The examination report is not required to explicitly
address whether an
examination submittal is adequate, unless the problem supports
a
programmatic conclusion.
The examination report must describe:
- any delay or extension of administration,
- any security issues, consistent with enforcement policy,
and
- any significant grading deficiencies.

6.

E.4.c

NRC will retain all draft and documentary material until any
denials are
final.

7.

13.

NRC must make public:
- the submitted draft outline and examination,
- any NRC comments sent to the facility, and
- the final examination.

ES-502

14.

15.

E.4.d

1.

D.2.d Any informal appeal may be handled by
a board or internally in the
program office.

2.

E.2

The facility representative will get a copy of agency
appeal
correspondence.

ES-600s/700s
1.

601

E.3.b(6)

Licensed operator test item reuse may not be so high as to
impair validity.

2.

605

C. 1.b

Operators detailed off site while their license expires may
retain it under timely renewal provisions.

3.

605

C.2

Proficiency watch expectations clarified to accept any
combination of complete watches (8 or 12 hours) totaling
at
least 56 hours in the quarter.

4.

701

D.1

The LSRO exam will be 50 points.

5.

701

E.2

If a specific system is not available for an LSRO
examination, it is acceptable to sample 2 K/As with
prescripted questions.

APPENDIX B
1.
2.

C.1.a K/A references are required but learning
objectives only desired.
C. 1.c Discrimination validity is defined. Implementation
will require exercise of
subjective judgement in constructing the item stem
and distractors.

3.

C.2.a Multiple correct answers, soliciting the "best,"
are not allowed.

4.

C.2.f

5.

C.2.n Use of generically correct answers is allowed
as distractors, but they need
to be demonstrably incorrect by the phrasing in
the stem.

All information in a question should be relevant.

16.

17.

APPENDIX E
1.

B.2

Grades are not rounded up. 79.9999 is not passing.

2.

B.3

The written examination time limit is 5 hours.

3.

B.7

The applicant should not make any assumptions
about unstated unusual
conditions -answering questions is one of
the things the proctor is there
for.

4.

D.8

During parts A and B of the operating test,
verbalize your observations
and actions.

5.

E. 12

SRO upgrade applicants taking a panel position
during the dynamic
simulator portion of the operating test will be
evaluated in that position.

APPENDIX F
1.

Responsible power plant experience is defined.

2.

When NRC requests Technical Specifications,
this includes supporting
documents if available at the facility, such
as a TRM or interpretations

TAB 4

QUESTIONS DEVELOPED DURING
REGION IV OPERATOR LICENSING CONFERENCE
10 CFR 55 RULE Questions
1.
2.

Are there any unwritten restrictions for "no
solo" license conditions?
How long does it take for an exemption request
to be received and to be answered?

Pre-Exam Administration Questions;
1.

Why is a validated question not a good question?

2.

Must the facility proctor read the entire Appendix
E verbatim or just the first part
regarding cheating?

3.

Why does the NRC not have to sign a security
agreement?

4.

When does someone have to go on examination
security?
There are still occasions in NUREG 1021
for examination requirements that are
subjective and, therefore, can (and will) vary
from Region to Region and examiner to
examiner.

5.

6.

Our experience has been that we are told
ALL items of 10 CFR 55.45 and 55.43(b)
must
be sampled.?

7.

When an instructor writes questions, are
they no longer allowed to use them?
If an instructor has used bank questions,
is there a restriction from using them on an
examination?

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

Is the request for NRC to write the examination
required in writing?
Can the utility write part of the examination
and the NRC write the other part of the
examination?
Will the NRC write a part of the examination
v.s. the whole examination?
Examiner Standard-202 D.2.b(2) refers to
D.1.b(4) and D.1.b(5). D.l.b(5) no longer
exists as a number and Section D.1.b no
longer refers to reactivity manipulations.
What
is the requirement?
There were several changes or differences
between the interim revision and final
revision of ES 202. ES - 202 D.2.b(l) refers
to D.2.a(4), which no longer exists. What
is
the requirement?

14.

If a reactor operator is testing for an upgrade and his/her physical is current, does he/she
have to have another physical?

15.

If involved in an initial examination, is
there a restriction from teaching requal?
If the examination is password protected,
how much hacking do we have to protect
against?

16.

17.

The person who issues the password
and knows what it is for a computer system
- is he
in possession of examination material?

18.

What are the time frames when restrictions
begin security?
If the NRC writes the outline, does the
facility licensee have to track the question
history
if facility licensee writes the examination?

19.

20.

What is the time expectation for turnaround
of an examination submitted for review?

Operatinq Test Development Questions
21.

Licensing examination process has contradictory
aspects that should be resolved: One
of the recognized factors for test item
validity is discrimination of job position,
however,
the walkthrough examination has a significant
portion
done
in
the
plant,
outside the
control room. These tasks are nonlicensed
operator level, thus, fail to discriminate
for
the job positions of reactor operator
or senior operator.

22.

Can there be scenario repetition with
similar transients?

23.

If learning objectives say that,
reference?

24.

Examiner Standard 301, Form ES-301-3,
item 2.b: administrative area prescripted
"questions are.. .predominantly"
open reference.

25.

Form 301-4 no longer requires objectives
for scenarios. However, Appendix D,
Form D
1, still requires them. Why remove it
from one form and not the other? Or
is
Appendix
D
only applicable to requalification scenarios
for this piece.

26.

What is counted in the simulator?

"...

given a copy of procedure," can we use
as closed

Operating Test Administration andGrading
Questions
1.
Would it be appropriate to do an administrative
question or job performance measure
during a systems or dynamic portion?
2.

Do you tell a person that it is a time-critical
task?

3.

For examinations spread over two weeks,
are different administrative job performance
measures required?

4.

There is no longer going to be prescripted followup question for job performance
measures, job performance measure questions will be evaluated
- please explain.

5.

Is there written guidance on pass/fail for nonprescriptive questions?

6.

Ifa candidate is performing a job performance measure and during
the performance of
the task, the candidate performs an unsafe action with respect
to personnel safety, does
this constitute a failure of the job performance measure?

Written Development Questions
1.

Can you change a KA if no one can write a question for it?

2.

Licensing examination process has contradictory aspects that should
be resolved:
Administrative-type items are best suited to open-referenced method
because of the
expectation for these items in the actual job position. However,
the written examination,
a closed-reference format, has a significant percentage of administrative
questions.

3.

As part of normal instructor duty, 10 questions were submitted to
an examination team.
Does the instructor have any examination information?

4.

How close does model have to be to actual?

Written Administration and Grading Quesitons
1.

Is there a checklist that states make copy prior to grading?

2.

Please add note to Form ES-403-1 for the grader to copy the answer
sheets. I would
also suggest making two copies, NRC and facility to have. (ES-403
D.2.a)

Post-Exam Administration Questions
1.

Has the question been asked about the "intellectual rights" of the
examination work
product owner versus publish of examinations?

2.

If the shift technical advisor is licensed, is he at risk if he is a surrogate?
Can anyone do
it?

3.

Has the NRC considered changes resulting from deregulation with
regard to making
examinations public?
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9940 N
James M. Armstrong
Director, Training
PECO Energy Company
1848 Lay Road
Delta, PA 17314

9940 N
Rich Bolduc
Sr. Instructor, Operations
Entergy Nuclear Generation Corp.
Pilgrim Stn/Chlltonville Training Ctr
46 Sandwich Road
Plymouth, MA Q2360

9940 N
Michael Cadden
Operations Training Instructor
Detroit Edison
Fermi 2 6400 N. Dixie Highway
Newport, MI 48166

9940 M
Samuel J. Collins
Director, NRR
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Steven Dennis
Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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9940 N
Michael D, Baughman
Manager, Operator Training
Northeast Utilities
Millstone Station
PO Box 128
Waterford, CT 06385

9940 N
Michael E. Bielby
Examiner, Region III
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commissiion
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Gerald Bobka
Supervisor, Initial Training
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.
8676 Letchworth Ln
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

9940 N
Larry J Briggs
Sr. Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Richard J. Brooks
Sr. Nuclear Operations Supervisor
Duquesne Light Company
PO Box A
Shippingport, PA 15077

9940 N
William Burney
Supervisor, Requal Training
Baltimore Gas & Electric
1650 Calvert Cliffs Parkway
Lusby, MD 20657

9940 N
John G. Caruso
Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Jim Cassidy
Operations Training Supervisor
NAESCO-Seabrook
PO Box 300
Mail Code 09-15
Seabrook, NH 03874

9940 N
Robert Christman
Supervisor, OPS Training
New York Power Authority
Indian Point #3 Training Center
PO Box 215
Buchanan, NY 10511

9940 M
Richard J Conte
Branch Chief
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Rd,
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
J. William Cote
Sr. Instructor
Northeast Utilities
Millstone Unit 3
PO Box 128 Simulator Bldg
Waterford, CT 06385

9940 N
Joseph M. D'Antonio
Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Richard DeVercelly
Instructor
New York Power Authority
27 Skyline Drive
Oswego, NY 13126

9940 N
Russell B. DeVore
Simulator Instructor
Pennsylvania Power & Light
PO Box 467 (NUCNT)
Berwick, PA 18603-0467

9940 N
Jeffrey S Dills
General Physics
412 First Avenue
Nebraska City, NE 68410
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Michael Doucet
Operations Training Instructor
Detroit Edison
Fermi 2 6400 N. Dixie Highway
Newport, MI 48166

9940 N
Todd H. Fish
Operations Engineer, Region I
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Adlendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 M
John R Goodbred
Instructor, Licensed Operator Training
PECO Energy Company
1848 Lay Road
Delta, PA 17314

9940 N
Mike GwIertz
PSE&G
244 Chestnut Street
Salem. NJ 08079

9940 N
John F Hornick
Supervisor, Initial Training Unit
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
Rts 2 & 4
Lusby, MD 20657
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Archie Faulkner
PSE&G
244 Chestnut Street
Salem, NJ 08079

9940 N
Art Fitch
Supervisor, Operation Instruction
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
PO Box 467
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9940 N
Carl Fedako
Nuclear OPS Training Supervisor
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
PO Box 467
Berwick, PA 18603

9940 N
Abraham Florez
Sonalysts, Inc.
215 Parkway North
Waterford, CT 06385

9940 N
Mike Gosekamp
Operations Training Supervisor
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp
185 Old Ferry Road
Brattleboro, VT 05301

9940 N
Tom Goydosik
Sr. Nuclear Operations Instructor
Duquesne Light Company
PO Box 4
Shippingport, PA 15077

9940 N
Mike Hanchuruck
Exam Developer
WD Associates, Inc.
515 Main Street
PO Box 570
Delta, PA 17314

9940 N
Harlan Denis Hanson
PSE&G
244 Chestnut Street
Salem, NJ 08079

9940 N
Don Jackson
PSE&G
244 Chestnut Street
Salem, NJ 08079

9940 M
Frank J. Kacinko
Lead Instructor, Operations Training
GPU Nuclear
PO Box 480
TMI Training
Middletown, PA 17057

9940 N
Brian Finn
Training Manager
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp
185 Old Ferry Road
Brattleboro, VT 05301

9940 N
Robert A. Forst
Instructor, Operations Training
PECO Energy
Limerick Generating Station
341 Longview Road
Linfield, PA 19468

9940 N
Siegfried Guenther
Sr, Reactor Examiner, NRR
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 M
Roy E Hickok
Training Manager
North Atlantic Energy Service Company
PO Box 300
MS 09-15
Seabrook, NH 03874

9940 N
Thomas J. Kenny
Sr. Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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9940 N
Steven Kessinger
Sr. Operator Instructor
North Atlantic Energy Service Co.
Seabrook, NH 03874

9940 N
Ivan Kingsley
Sonalysts, Inc.
215 Parkway North
Waterford, CT 06385

9940 N
Jeffrey T.Klenk
Manager, Operations Training
PECO Energy
Limerick Generating Station
341 Longview Road
Linfiled, PA 19468

9940 N
Wayne Lanning
Director, DRS RI
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

9940 N
Jim Lloyd
PSE&G
244 Chestnut Street
Salem, NJ 08079

9940 N
Jay W. Lyter
Instructor, Licensed Operator Training
PECO Energy Company
1848 Lay Road
Delta, PA 17314

9940 N
Frank Maciuska
Manager, OPS Training
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
Ginna Station
1517 Lake Road
Ontario, NY 14568

9940 N
P. Terry McNeill
Trainer
General Physics
790-D East Pine Log Road
Aiken, SC 29803

9940 N
Norm Meaker
Sr. Ucense Instructor
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
1519 Lake Road
Ontario, NY 14519

9940 N
Hubert J Miller
Regional Administrator, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Joe Milligan
Instructor
GPU Nuclear
Forked River, NJ 08731

9940 N
Gordon R. Mostert
Sr. Licensed Instructor
Rochester Gas & Electric
1517 Lake Road
Ontario, NY 14519

9940 N
Dierdre Murphy
Manager, Nuclear Training
Consolidated Edison
Broadway and Bleakley Ave,
Buchanan, NY 10511

9940 N
John Nichols
Manager, OPS Training
Consolidated Edison
Broadway and Bleakley Avenue
Buchanan, NY 10511

9940 N
Robert Niedzielski
NRC Exam Writer
Baltimore Gas & Electric
1650 Calvert Cliffs Pky NOF-Z
Lusby, MD 20657

9940 N
Tracy North
Operations Training Instructor
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp
185 Old Ferry Road
Brattleboro, VT 05301

9940 N
Bob Parnell
Operations Training Manager
GPU Nuclear, Inc.
Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057

9940 N
Roger Persons
Principle Specialist
WD Associates. Inc,
515 Main Street
PO Box 570
Delta, PA 17314

9940 N
John F. Munro
Sr. Reactor Examiner, NRR
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Philip E. Nielsen
Instructor, Licensed Operator Training
PECO Energy Company
1848 Lay Road
Delta, PA 17314

PO Box 388
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9940 N
James G. Reid
General Supervisor, OPS Training
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.
8757 Blue Heron Circle
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

9940 N
David S, Silk
Sr. Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Rd
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Richard Sullivan
Requal Training Instructor
New York Power Authority - JAF
PO Box 41
Lycoming, NY 13093-0041

9940 N
Nancy A. Winters
Gen. Supervisor, Nucl Training Section
Baltimore Gas Electric Co.
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
1650 Calvert Cliffs Parkway
Lusby, MD 20657
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9940 N
Larry D. Sanders
Supervisor, Operations Training
Detroit Edison
Fermi 2 6400 N, Dixie Hwy
Newport, MI 48166

9940 N
Mark Santiago
Superintendent, Operations Training
Entergy Nuclear Generation Corp.
Pilgrim Stn/Chiltonville Training Ctr
46 Sandwich Road
Plymouth, MA 02360

9940 N
Carl E. Sisco
Operations Engineer, Region 1
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

9940 N
Walt Smith
Evaluator
INPO
700 Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339

9940 N
Bruce R.Stit
Nuclear Operations Training Supervisor
Pennsylvania Power & Light
PO Box 467
Berwick, PA 18603-0467

9940 N
Jay Vaccaro
Operations Training Manager
GPU Nuclear
PO Box 388
Forked River, NJ 08731

9940 N
Anthony J. Wasong
Director, Training
PECO Nuclear - LGS
341 Longview Road
Unfield, PA 19468

9940 M
Richard J Watts
Nuclear Training Manager
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14649

9940 N
Kerry Wright
Instructor
NAESCO - Seabrook
PO Box 300
Mail Code 09-15
Seabrook, NH 03874

9940 N
Greg Young
Instructor
GPU Nuclear
PO Box 388
Forked River, NJ 08731
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EXAM WORKSHOP FEEDBACK
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Public Service Electric and Gas Company

244 Chestnut Street Saiem, N.J. 08079

Phone 609/935-8560

Nuclear Training Center

NTD-99-3031
September 27, 1999

Mr. Richard J. Conte, Chief
Human Performance and Emer. Prep. Branch
Division of Reactor Safety
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region
1
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415
Dear Mr. Conte:
EXAM WORKSHOP FEEDBACK
Per your request I am providing you with the
feedback received from the attendees of
the Exam Workshop that was sponsored by
PSEG in concert with MANTG the week of
July 26, 1999. The NRC endorsed the course
which was given by Ivan Kingsley of
Sonalysts, Incorporated. Forty-five people
attended representing Region 1,2, and 3
plants. Steve Dennis of NRC Region 1 was
in attendance the majority of the time.
The following is a Synopsis of Comments:
Positives
"*
"*
"*
"*
"*
"*
"°
"*

Instructor was Excellent-His Credentials
Instructor Had Exercises To Drive Points Home
Good Having NRC Present To Answer Questions
++++. +
Excellent Method of Sharing Knowledge-Many
Varying Skill Levels In Room
Question Development Section of Course
Networking
"On Target"
Direct Hands On Use of K/A Catalog

NATIONAL
ACADEMY
ffFOR
NUCLEAR
OR"TRAINING

The Power of

Commorit,,ent

R. J. Conte
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9/27/99

Improvements
"*
"*
"*
"*
"*
"•
"•

Tailor Course Based On Skill Level
Should Use Powerpoint To Enhance Presentation
Should Have Published Course Outline Ahead of Time
Spend Less Time On Bean Count and More On Question Writing
Include Operating Test Discussion
Pace a Little Slow
Need More Free Coffee and Food

If you have any questions concerning this information, please contact me at (856)
339
3746.
Sincerely,

Donald E.J--Jckson
Operations Training Manager
DEJ/kc
C

B. Thomas (N21)
NBS RM (N64)

